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I will offer but the soul appreciation is evident and
real. We have counterparts who DAILY find
RE: PATRIOTS OF THE FINEST KIND. confrontations of staying the course or “tossing the
MISCELLANEOUS POINTS OF INTEREST WITH MAJOR towel” a constant “in your face” realization.
Dharma claims that, at the least, we have potential
IMPACT. (STOCK MARKETS, U.S. “DOLLAR”—
POSSIBLE COLLAPSE. U.S. TAXPAYERS’ LOSSES of having something which CAN make a tremendous
difference in “how the world turns”. Most people have
ALREADY EXCEED $4.2 TRILLION.)
no notion of such potential. This, however, does not
make the journey easier but, rather, infinitely more a
WILL NETWORK OF TRUTH SURVIVE?
burden, for “stopping” is unacceptable. Others can
Hatonn—I would share the inner thoughts and simply resign or quit and, at the least, take a rest.
sorrow as some who have served in dedication to That is not a privilege our team enjoys.
When it seems, at this keyboard, there is no ability
Truth in presentation in alternative to some
established “canned” information fabricated for to struggle longer, there comes the very necessary boost
your intake as citizens, both locally to your nation to the old “keep on, we aren’t through” push. When the
(homeland) and globally as the games intensify realization that not only are others depending on YOUR
commitment and success along with supporting the
with YOU as the puppets under the lies.
This may well have been a grammatically project “literally”, the choice to quit is put again for
incorrect paragraph above but it states my pointed another period of time while more unwinding takes place.
Is the overall game hopeless to consideration of
observations of FACT.
No, we don’t “know” the people involved in what change? Of course not but it is often very, very
difficult to see and recognize,
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for you each can only hold a tiny bit of the overall
possibilities already in play.
May I walk you through yesterday’s
happening, please.
Doris was studying this “Farewell” note to
Internet friends from Dorothy Anne Seese (no, she
had never heard of her). The heart was heavy to
breaking having just been presented on Saturday with
the news the BEST FRIEND and colleague in the
Philippines had suddenly died on Friday night.
This is the lawyer who kept everything flowing, legal
and would arrange whatever might be necessary if
something happened to either Ekker.
Then before the ink had dried in the heart, word
came that back in Los Angeles, Paul Lienthal of varied
experiences had died as well. Certainly these are two
different personalities and one had given help—while the
other had taken and basically precipitated the very loss
of Ekkers’ very property/home. However, Paul had
been involved in everything and every meeting of Boards
of Directors and was actually the ONE who was to take
(Continued on page 2)
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the rent and tax funds and PAY the property needs.
Thousands of dollars later, with help from his
colleagues, thousands of dollars went pffft. Yes indeed,
the mind is stunned in the flow of everyday happenings.
Oh indeed, this person was involved in every
negative association in order to cover his deeds.
He was, it is rumored, very close to Kathy who,
in fact, now resides in the house itself. No, it
doesn’t look very good, does it?
So, what can be done? Well, short of quitting this
job and running home, yea even to possibility of
questioning by the Feds, the Ekkers can’t do anything
about it except WAIT until timing is appropriate to
confront on all fronts. Dharma wonders, however, if
there will be anyone left alive to confront OR befriend.
It is easy to have “had enough”, take a deep breath
and turn back to “living” whatever comes or goes.
Well, fine, but the next confrontation comes in your
face as to what will a “return to living” actually “mean”?
The U.S., for example, is in such deep yogurt that
recovery without some kind of intervention is not either
possible or feasible. Moreover, until the bottom shakes
out—we WON’T help and we certainly do not see V.K.
Durham’s Holding Trust saving anything—even herself.
It never pays to lie, cheat or fabricate documents
as she has done since before Russell Herman’s
demise but “after” he had taken security measures
to protect his entrusted holdings.
Mulling all the self-pity conjurings and a shout of “metoo” came with the weekly mailings from “home base”.
In it, Audrey J. had sent a project proposal which had
just been denied by Tehachapi as being too dangerous to
consider for an urban area—a place for “movie animals”
(i.e. Gentle Ben) and a training facility of a very private
nature and as a reserve. The people were too afraid of
animals which might “get loose”. Oh well.
Unfortunately for “their side”, this very concept had
been a major bargaining point with “ME” by Dharma. If
I serve, Sir, may we accomplish at least one thing here
in this valley: a wildlife park without killing and with
loving care for those less fortunate?
So, this denial of a few “motion picture stars” was a
challenge which I seem to have to now bear to get past
and on to a consideration of “success”. The PEOPLE to
handle, love and run such a facility and yea even
attached to a humane society facility are WAITING.
Fine, we will certainly have to consider alternatives.
BETTER PLACES
OK, Dharma, et al. in the animal business (sans
humans of course), let us use our “hope” and also the
REALIZATION that if YOU, Dharma, don’t succeed
with this task at hand—kiss everything, including
housing GOODBYE! (God wouldn’t bargain would
HE?) No, but he WILL hold you to YOURS.
Today, those animals can depend on a place to go and
abundant help will be poured into the already existing
housing facilities for the lost and forgotten. We will even
do something wonderful, in time, for humans in need.
For Audrey, Eric, Diane, Jack and all you
other people in that circle—be patient!
A better location for such a project and which has
plenty of land would be to get the old Cummings
“ranch” (the original one which was turned into a wildanimal hunting club. You know, the kind where you tie
a sheep to a tree and hunters come forth to shoot it.)
That property may well not be available but I’m

sure you realize that when we break through, it
certainly CAN be acquired. It has plenty of
EVERYTHING you would need for such a project.
It is very near an Ostrich Farm and many “horse”
areas. It is also in the SAME area as Sunshine Valley
Farms! Wow, is GOD ever observant! Go, please,
where all you need to make this work is MONEY and
then let’s get the money. Hopefully this can happen
while there is still remaining value in the “dollar”. Let
us pray for holding power for a while longer while we
work at getting everything, especially for our people,
into gold and secured “somewhere”—for the gold
confiscation by the U.S. government is at hand, chelas.
I suggest you get the Drakes onto your team
along with the others already into the active
business and lay groundwork. The WORST that
could happen is “nothing” and you are “there”
already, so let us not feed off negative “give it ups”.
Please realize that “that” property is ideal and
overlooks the valley where the State prison facility is
located. I don’t think either set of prisoners would
annoy the other. I also see the program as a good
potential job market. However, we aren’t going to dwell
on that at this point, for we would want it to be a
Foundation of some kind where people can also share
participation while building COMMUNITY.
DREAM, MY CHILDREN! THEN, MAKE IT SO!
The other consideration which might well work
into something far more dramatic and wonderful is
the Broome property off the Freeway. We planned
to have that property anyway with the backside
ranch reaching to Loraine with its 14 actively flowing
SPRINGS for proper water supply.
We also always planned to acquire the Nunes
property and orchards. That may not be longer feasible
and certainly its location would not be good for an
animal park but very good for many other things.
Those were already in our project plans before life
took over, the greed mongers tried to grab everything and
our people had to move to the courts instead of the fields.
We have given up NONE of our visions and
needed projects right in that area of “home base”—
but we had to do THIS PROJECT in order to achieve
THAT ONE. The sorting of participants has been
dreadful and time has claimed many of our partners
but our “plans” are not changed, only delayed.
Remember: “GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S
DENIALS”! Nor, does getting weary merit quitting.
Moreover, we still have a ways to go before we
sleep or rest. WE SHALL NOT STOP!
Already, to replace Victor Agcaoili, comes another
attorney with even better and higher connections and
already is working with us on the Tallano properties and
cases. He will remain unnamed in this writing—but let
it be known that he has already agreed to fill our needs
whatever they might be. He also just accepted an
advisory position to the President (GMA) and has a long
and very distinguished career here in the Philippines.
Remember, dear ones, in your dark moments, God
never closes a door that at least a few windows
get unlocked and a few candles are lit!
But will this new person serve without pay as did
VA? It doesn’t matter, does it? However, he is
already the attorney for “our side” in the whole of the
Tallano estate and this coalition only enlarges his
positive position EXPONENTIALLY!
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I would please like, especially the Rays, Mark, etc.,
to realize something quite important here as we focus on
one who is giving “Farewell to Politics”. WE ARE
NOT INTO POLITICS—PERIOD, END OF STORY!
God is an equal-opportunity provider. We DO NOT
involve in political intrigue. Our business as to
publications is to offer truth which is not likely to find
its way to your eyes otherwise. Our publications serve
communications purposes as well as announcement
notices which is an established mode of exchange with,
yes, some of those “political” personalities. We remain
PRIVATE, not hiding in “secret”. Our people demand
to have privacy—and NO PUBLICITY WHATSOEVER.
We must deal with WHAT IS! That includes the
politics of the place and moment in time as the citizens
of any nation deem appropriate. We certainly DO NOT
come forth as visitors and try to dictate anything.
Moreover, while absent a home country there is no
input into the politics of “that” country.
We meet all legal obligations and regulations of
all involved nations or peoples.
It is somehow assumed that we “SHOULD” fix
the U.S. and all her problems. We couldn’t do that
even if we considered it our business. Our functional
AGREEMENTS do not, at this time, allow direct
working relationships with the U.S. as to
governmental interchange. We have simply “parked”
the corporation in point of reference with its assets
placed into security with registration and
documentation along with public notice of same.
We are only working with a KNOWN portion
of assets available.
V.K. Durham “claims” she has the holdings, entered
wills and documents and therefore we do not interfere
in any of her business or activities. WE HAVE
PROVEN THROUGH THE LAW THAT SHE HAS NO
CLAIM ON ANYTHING WE HOLD AND WHAT WE
HOLD IS LAWFUL, VALID AND AUTHORIZED.
As an observation, however, it is totally doubtful
if she could, through any practices she projects, give
a working program—for her documents have been
fabricated and she has no intention of cocollateralizing ANYTHING. All she would accomplish
in her own perfect world of manipulation is to
destroy the nation—any nation. She certainly is,
however, welcome to do whatever she will with
whatever she considers hers as a liaison with Russell
Herman. All her rantings have only pushed through
validation of that which we offer and hold.
All things had to be set into perfection and so it shall be
that whatever “time” spent in consideration is necessary.
In the meanwhile, others have served and the
overwhelming wave of being swamped by the beast is
too much and sometimes a bit of time is necessary to
renew, refuel and simply “be” for a period of time.
I do wish to share the document from the
Internet, however, for it expresses the problem far
better than we can.
[QUOTING:]
From Jackie Juntti, WGEN idzrus@earthlink.net.
Wednesday, July 10, 2002
LAST POLITICAL COLUMN BY DOROTHY SEESE
One by one—we are losing the wisdom and words
of those who have been trying to sound the alarm. I
agree with what Dottie has stated below. When I am
impressed that my part in all this is done I, too, will
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leave the scene and wait for That Day. Each one of
us has been placed where we are to spread the Word
and I hope that I have been able to be a part of
helping at least one or two to find their path.
Farewell, Dottie, and thank you for a job well done.
AND FROM DOTTIE:
HiJ
Attached is the last of the political articles I intend
to write. The article itself explains my thoughts and
reasons. Many of you will disagree at this time. All I
ask is that you wait awhile before rendering judgment.
God bless,
Dottie, July 10, 2002
FAREWELL TO POLITICS
It’s time to move on
By Dorothy Anne Seese
It’s been an enjoyable and a hectic three years of
writing, both for my Flagship Website, which I will
keep, and for the political ezines that ran my
columns. Yes, I’ve tried to quit before, several times
in fact. There was always one more thing to write,
one more verbal bullet to fire at the global governance
satanists whom I detest to the very bone.
Two days ago as of this writing (July 10, 2002), I
realized that the war is over, the globalists are in charge,
Americans no longer own America or control it, the
people are in a charade orchestrated by the powers of
darkness and their strings are pulled by this party, or
that, so the illusion of freedom is kept alive.
And illusion it is.
Two towers fell and the federalization of America
took less than 48 hours to fall into place. People and
governments do not react to truly unexpected events that
quickly. That was some ten months ago. Now, three
huge corporations have fallen and the people are crying
for more government controls to protect their assets.
There is no end of the people crying for the
government to save them from these evil beasts… the
notion that people live, play the hand they’re dealt the
best they can, and die with honor is some historical
antiquity, like chivalry or Robin Hood.
Two towers, three corporations (including
Global Crossing), four Reichs.
I live in an area northwest of Phoenix, Arizona
where the quail are abundant, cottontail wabbits run
freely around the courtyard nibbling on shrubs; the
Arizona monsoon season of summer thunderstorms
with all their furious wind, dust, lightning and occasional
heavy rains is upon us. It is a time we dread, six to
eight weeks of air from the saunas of Hell and Nature
run amuck with its electrical displays and thundering
choruses shaking the windows. No vehicle stays
clean long in the Arizona monsoon unless it is locked
in the garage for the duration. The violence of
Nature makes a mockery of the violence of man, and
I am reminded that God is, really, fully in control.
We’re living in times that I did not wish to live long
enough to see. But I have. From my birth in what
everyone thought was a free nation, to the heroism and
patriotism of World War II, the dreams of my generation
for a better quality of life, I’ve seen the downspiral
of dignity, honor, family, morality, conscience, and
individual freedom. Whatever else the baby boomers
and Generation X did, as a group, they chucked
America to the whims of the elitists while playing
with new toys and technologies. Government made

an appeal for a “great society” in 1965 and proceeded
to lead the sheep to the slaughter after first fleecing
them of every shred of wool that might have been the
moral and emotional fiber of this nation.
It’s been a long way down, baby, and we
haven’t hit bottom yet.
In the two years I’ve been listening to talk radio,
I’ve heard the American people change their song from
“We Want to be Free” to “Come Save us Lord
Government”. It’s incredible that a “free” people could
be crying over the airwaves for federal officers
everywhere. Such a generation can’t handle freedom!
And they will not be bothered by it. The Government,
and the shadow behind it that has for decades planned
and orchestrated the present evils, will never again allow
the people to seriously consider revolution. The war is
over, the globalists have won, and I refuse to play
charades with the shadows or join the revolution of the
deceived who tilt at windmills in a nation whose
Constitution and Bill of Rights are monuments to a
might-have-been but got-thrown-away. The people
proved that the grand experiment will not work because
the people will not take personal responsibility. They are
all Linuses dragging a government-issue security blanket.
Could we have foreseen this day fifty years ago,
as did the elitists who were then planning for this
celebration of the victory of globalism, could we have
stopped it? I think perhaps yes, but not if it is in
God’s plan for the end-times and final Judgment.
The fact is, we didn’t see it; we thought freedom
had been secured forever by our victory over
Hitler, a rather minor player with a dramatically
hideous part in the march to Armageddon.
If I don’t write about politics, then what? I don’t
know and at this point, it isn’t important. If it is written,
it will be on my Flagship site, and if it isn’t written, the
Flagship site will be there as long as my gracious Aussie
netfriend agrees to host it. Politics is not the only
subject covered on the site, so there is room to do
various things, when the time is right.
This is my Appomattox, and hopefully I can
surrender the sword of the pen as gracefully as
General Robert E. Lee surrendered his sword to
Union General Ulysses S. Grant. That was a sad day
for States Rights, and the death knell of the Tenth
Amendment which has now been buried and
embalmed in historical acrylic, a mummified testimony
to the inability of the people to overcome the power
of corrupt government, or the power of self-interest.
My thanks, of course, to the ezine editors who
published my work over the past two years that it has
been on the Internet. While I haven’t met one of them
personally, I feel as if I know them, and I appreciate
their tireless work in the hope of restoring America for
Real Americans. I do not see that day coming, nor do
I see a war that can be won because it is already lost.
The globalists let us rant and rave among ourselves,
preaching to the choirs and the faithful, with hardly a
smirk of recognition that we even exist, save to serve
their purposes of continuing the smoke-and-mirrors
games they play with us and our energetic patriotism.
So here is my keyboard, my “sword of the
pen” and I hand it over to the same shadows that
announced the final death-stroke against America
on September 11, 2001.
Hopefully, there will be many quails and bunnies in
the yard tomorrow, scampering around as if they know
the God that Americans forgot. That, of course, was
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the true downfall of the U.S.A. When Americans
allowed the God of our fathers to be spat upon in
public, then God withdrew His almighty hand from
over our nations and this… this is what we have…
a totalitarian state replete with misplaced patriotism
and a distorted concept of “freedom”.
For those of you who believe in our Lord
Jesus Christ… look up.
[END QUOTING]
Now, readers, think about why a person could
possibly toss in the towel, so to speak.
Well, it is more and more obvious that even the
WTC was intentionally destroyed and there are now
PICTURES showing approaching missiles in air and then
hitting the towers. The EXPLOSIONS are also shown
as from WITHIN and perfect demolition of the buildings
themselves along with some others in the adjacent lots.
No, this is not conjured games—this is FACT. The only
problem awaiting answer is WHO, WHOM, WHAT,
AND HOW IT COULD HAVE TAKEN PLACE
BEFORE THE EYES OF THE PEOPLE.
Then next, you find that not just at the World
Trade Center were incredible inside dealings taking
place but now you have to face the fact that you are
losing your proverbial shirts as massive
corporations collapse at the hands of the frauds
and criminals. Are you in “freefall”? What else?
[QUOTING:]
Wed, 10 July 2002
<071002GlobalFinancialandEconomicCrashImminent.rtf (30k)>

GLOBAL FINANCIAL AND
ECONOMIC CRASH IMMINENT
By Michael C. Ruppert
[Copyright 2002, From The Wilderness Publications,
http://www.copvcia]
Stock Market, Pension Funds, U.S. Dollar on
Brink of Collapse and Implosion; Theft and Fraud
Losses to U.S. Taxpayers Exceed $4.2 Trillion
All Rights Reserved. May be copied or distributed
for non-profit purposes only. May not be posted on any
Internet Website in its entirety without express written
consent. Contact mruppert@copvcia.com
[Ed. Note: The last time FTW issued an emergency
economic bulletin to its subscribers was Sept. 9. At that
time a derivatives investment bubble on the verge of
implosion, a 900-point drop in the Dow Jones average
and a pending liquidity crisis signaled a crash on the
order of 1929. Only the attacks of Sept. 11 and massive
intervention from the U.S. Treasury and Federal
Reserve prevented the collapse. Investors blamed the
ensuing market losses on the attacks.] [H: So, stay
tuned and we will show you what they did on July
19th as America sold and government bought.]
The situation now is much, much worse as more
factors combine to suggest that foreign investors and
trust in the U.S. economy might soon be a thing of
the past. Your pension is at risk today and your
home may be at risk in six months to a year.
One economic analyst has suggested that a nuclear
exchange between India and Pakistan might be the
perfect cover for the biggest financial wipe-out in
human history. I think that an ill-conceived and risky
invasion of Iraq might serve the same purpose. From
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consumer confidence, to corporate accounting, to the
dollar, to gold, to foreign-capital flight, to pension-fund
wipe-outs, to the derivative bubble, to debt, there is not
a single economic indicator that is not flashing red.
The warnings are as clear, explicit and welldocumented as were the warnings received by the U.S.
government throughout summer 2001 that a terrorist
attack against the World Trade Center would take place
during the week of Sept. 9 using hijacked airliners from
United and American Airlines. Nothing was done to
prevent that and apparently nothing is being done now
in spite of the fact that $4.2 trillion of your money has
been stolen right in front of your eyes.
There was no “single” reason for the attacks of 911. I have cited oil, drug cash and geopolitics as three
of the primary motives for the U.S. government’s
complicity in allowing the attacks to happen. But what
also cannot be overlooked is the fact that 9-11
effectively masked a major economic crash that was
certain to occur. That crash has not been averted by
the extraordinary financial maneuverings of the Bush
administration that followed 9-11. It was merely
postponed for a very short time.—MCR]
July 8, 2002, 4 PM PDT (FTW)—Reuters,
London published a story June 27 based upon an
interview with billionaire financier George Soros. The
headline read, “Soros Blames ‘Bush Factor’ for
Dollar’s Fall”. George Soros is a man to be reckoned
with, emerging from WWII as someone who
allegedly cooperated with Nazi occupation troops by
identifying assets to be seized, the European financier
is one of the most powerful financiers on the planet.
He is credited with successfully assaulting the
currencies of several nations, including Britain’s
pound. He recently participated in the World
Economic Forum in New York where he was seated
on the dais with the likes of Zbigniew Brzezinski,
Hillary Clinton, Shimon Peres and academics from
Ivy League colleges. It is more than just a case
that when Soros speaks, people listen. The truth
is that when Soros speaks, markets move.
His comments were brutal.
“The international financial system is coming apart
at the seams. There is a lack of confidence. That’s
what I call the ‘Bush factor’ in the economy.” There
is a liquidity crisis in financial markets, said Soros.
“Everybody’s going home. The Swiss banks are going
home. The strengthening of the yen clearly shows
repatriation.” Translated, that means that foreign capital
is fleeing the United States in the wake of as yet not
fully realized accounting scandals that will, according to
Fox News on July 6, take an estimated $600 billion in
value out of the U.S. stock market this year. One of
the many smoke alarms triggered by this is the fact that
the U.S. economy needs an estimated $1.5 trillion per
year in new foreign investment just to remain solvent.
Reuters quoted Soros as saying that the global
economic downturn had “exposed the weaknesses of
corporate America and how the U.S. administration
runs the international economic system.” Soros is
aware of what FTW and noted economic thinkers like
Catherine Austin Fitts, former assistant secretary of
housing, and British economist Chris Sanders of
Sanders Research have been saying for years: as
much as half of the value of the U.S. financial
markets is derived from criminal endeavors, whether
it is the laundering of drug money or the fraudulent
“cooking” of financial statements to boost profits.

PUMP AND DUMP
It’s a simple scheme, really. The mafia knows
it quite well. By whatever means necessary, drive
a stock’s price higher and higher. Make it look like
a mover, even if it’s a dog. Cook the books and get
suckers to buy in, helping to drive the price even
higher. When you think the balloon will pop, call all
your buddies and sell your shares. That effectively
steals all the money that the suckers put in.
When the stock crashes, the suckers who
weren’t part of the scheme will take the loss,
whether they be individual investors or the New
York City police and fire pension fund.
The U.S. stock markets have been pumped to the
breaking point, and they are trying very hard to dump
right now. Most sober analysts have agreed for a long
time that the prices are over-inflated by as much as 50
percent or more; that price/earnings ratios, now
averaging more than 30-1, should properly be
corrected to about 15-1. That means the Dow should
be at 5,000 or lower. We’ll talk about how the
meltdown is being temporarily prevented later. It is
first necessary to examine the severity of the crisis.
If I mention the “bookkeeping problem” that’s
threatening Wall Street right now and asked you how
many companies were being investigated for or had
announced “overstated earnings”, how many would
you say? Six? Eight? Try 17. Seven of them are
energy companies, and this adds another degree of
imperative for Congress to force the White House to
compel full disclosure from Vice President Cheney’s
2001 energy task force. But he has a problem there
too. One of the companies under investigation for
fraudulent bookkeeping is Halliburton. Cheney was
its CEO until taking office, and the fraudulent
accounting occurred while he was the boss.
Did you think that WorldCom was a big one,
having illegally claimed $3.8 billion in earnings to boost
its share price? On July 5, according to Newsday, the
energy giant Reliant Resources “restated” it 1999-2001
earnings by chopping off $7.8 billion in revenue. Just
today it was disclosed on CNN that the pharmaceutical
giant Merck has overstated its revenues by $14 billion.
At the core of all these accounting problems is a
non-transparent form of corporate bookkeeping called
“pro forma”. As opposed to the more transparent and
rigid practice called GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Practices), pro forma bookkeeping allows
for all kinds of manipulations like hiding debt as
income, double booking revenues and sneaking drug
money onto the bottom line. What has yet to be fully
explored by any of the major media is which other
major corporations use pro forma bookkeeping. The
reason is that all of the major media companies use it
too. Also on the pro forma system are GE (NBC),
AOL/Time Warner (CNN), Microsoft (MS-NBC),
Viacom (CBS), Disney (ABC), IBM, Intel, Cisco
Systems, Sun Micro, Tribune (The Chicago Tribune
and the L. A,. Times), The Washington Post
(NEWSWEEK) and the New York Times.
The accounting scandals are starting to nip at
the heels of these and other cornerstones of
American capital markets. Trading of GM shares
was halted June 27 after “unconfirmed market
rumors of accounting irregularities”. And New
York Times reporter Gretchen Morgenson offered
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the suggestion in an April 14 story that GE might be
cooking its books. Thanks to PBS’s Lowell
Bergman in a 2000 report, we already know that
GE has been called on the carpet for accepting
drug cash, lots of drug cash, as payment for the
good things it brings to life. So has Philip-Morris.
How much foreign capital can Wall Street expect
to attract, let alone retain if foreign investors expected
to be wiped out for leaving their money here?
American investors, especially pension funds are still
putting money in or leaving it in place in the stock
market. Are there other alarm bells that mom-andpop investors should be hearing? What will happen
to the value of the American brand name as a
trustworthy place to invest money if GM is
ultimately revealed to have cooked its books?
A look at the real health of the stock market
is revealing. On April 26, the International
Forecaster made two chilling observations:
“At the time of the AOL Warner merger the
combined companies were worth $290 billion.
They are presently worth $85 billion. Their
quarterly loss is estimated to be $50 billion. This
could be the business mistake of the new century.
“The downgrade of Bristol Myers Squibb to Aaa
by Moody’s leaves only 8 AAA-rated companies left.
They are GE, UPS, AIG, ExxonMobil, Johnson
& Johnson Berkshire Hathaway, and Pfizer &
Merck. In 1990 there were 27 AAA companies
and in 1979 there were 58.”
[H: Now, readers, what do you think is going
to happen to those Enron entities, i.e. in
Tehachapi, California as a good example, where
the wind parks were simply changed out to GE?
Doesn’t bode too well for the industry or
those “jobs”, does it? This has happened
over and over around the globe.]
THE DOLLAR
Soros was extremely upset about what was
happening to the U.S. dollar, which has been falling
against various currencies for about a month. The key
to understanding this lies in the lesson I learned at an
economic conference in Moscow in the spring of 2001.
Almost all countries in the world use the U.S. dollar
as their reserve currency. They have bought trillions
and are holding them. If another currency becomes
more valuable or is viewed as more stable, then the
world will switch currencies, and trillions of dollars will
come back into the country—inflation would be
inevitable and the dollar would lose its value.
[H: We are continually asked what happens
should the dollar collapse, as relative to our
program? It doesn’t matter, for our program
only deals with GOLD as in pricing—and gold
prices will hold anywhere. This will be
referenced as to the topic of “Gold” just ahead.]
In the week ending July 5, the dollar closed
consistently at or near parity with the Euro. As of this
posting it sits at (US) 99 cents and has been hovering
there for more than a week. (It is now under the
Euro.) Since various economic “reforms” from the
1950s to the 1970s removed the dollar from the
gold standard, it has been a fiat currency,
unconnected to any measure of intrinsic value. The
full faith and credit of the United States—along with
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its military—have given the dollar its value. The
Euro is partially backed by gold and there have
been lingering but credible rumors for years that the
U.S.’s gold reserves have been moved to Europe.
Soros told Reuters, “But the declines in the
markets have gone somewhat further than what
would be the natural consequences of the
previous exuberance.
“The decline in the dollar came as a surprise
to me. I attribute it to lack of confidence in the
management of affairs by the United States, its
unilateralism, the pursuit of national self-interests
and not living up to the responsibility of being
the dominant financial power in the world, not
taking care of the system.”
What is Soros setting us up for? The pumping of
the stock market occurred while Bill Clinton was
president. Yet he’s blaming Bush. Is another Herbert
Hoover being created before the big crash? The signs
are there. Britain’s paper the Independent ran a June
28 story headlines, “WorldCom scandal: Currencies:
Latest Wall Street disaster sends investors all over
the world running for cover”. The lead read, “The
U.S. dollar yesterday moved to the brink of free
fall, a nightmare scenario for the world economy,
after reverberations from the WorldCom scandal
triggered panic among investors.”
That was before the announcements about
Reliant and Merck. The story painted a glum
picture. “This is threatening to become a disorderly
market,’ David Bloom, global economist at HSBC
said. ‘There’s no better way to show loss of
confidence in a country than through its currency.’”
Quoting another financial expert, the
Independent reported, “If the dollar’s decline turns
explosive, this could compound the problems of the
U.S. asset markets as currency losses raise fears
of massive capital flight out of the U.S.’”
GOLD
For years the price of gold—the ultimate smoke
alarm signaling a failing economy—has been artificially
suppressed by paper traders who are capable of
flooding the commodities markets with gold future
options when the price needs to be kept low. Why
low? Because rising gold prices have always signaled
inflation and/or a lack of faith in the financial markets.
Years of efforts by the Gold Anti-Trust Action
Committee, or GATA—while not being successful at
halting or fully exposing the artificial manipulation of
gold prices by the Federal Reserve, major banks, the
Bank of International Settlements and major
commodities traders—have opened the eyes of many
to overt manipulations in gold pricing.
As one investment banker told me recently,
there is five times more paper gold than there is
actual gold out of the ground. If gold prices
ever pop, they’ll be out of sight.
Over the past year, certainly since 9-11, gold prices
have often moved in exactly the opposite direction
(lower) from what conditions would dictate. The
financial effort required to do this requires the
support of powerful state banking institutions and
cash to service the paper. Gold has risen in
price from around $280 an ounce nine months
ago to a high of around $327 in recent weeks.

That’s a return on investment of 16 percent—far
better than the Dow has done this year.
In our last economic bulletin FTW noted that the
Dow had lost close to 900 points. Since March of this
year, it had lost before the profit-seeking 300-point rally
of July 5, almost 1,600 points. Yet even as the
economic news worsened last week, the price of gold
peaked and then started to fall. As of this writing it
sits at $312 an ounce. The gold price dropped as the
worst economic news was hitting the streets. Why?
As one astute gold watcher, Jay Taylor,
summed it up in an October 2000 newsletter,
“Every single time there is concern about a stock
market debacle, gold is bombed. Always.”
On June 5 GATA described one of the recent
moves to “fiddle” with gold prices.
“MiningWeb.com has just reported an explanation
for the plunge in the gold price today. The plunge,
MiningWeb says, ‘came in the wake of a large
after-market trade in New York last night, with an
unnamed fund liquidating 5,000 futures contracts, a
move which knocked the price first to $326/oz, then to
$324/oz, and finally to $321/oz. The sale was
executed using the ‘Access’ system on Comex, which
allows for anonymous trading by large funds.’”
There are unmistakable signs of market
manipulation now with regards to both gold and
stocks. Who is it that keeps the markets from
correcting, only making the inevitable crash that much
worse? It’s called the Plunge Protection Team, or
PPT. And now it has to have the liquidity to flood
both the gold and the stock markets with enough cash
to keep the bubbles from bursting. This, at the same
time that major banks like J.P. Morgan/Chase and
Citigroup sit atop huge derivatives bubbles that had
been estimated at between $150 trillion and $300
trillion. Most major U.S. banks have heavy exposure
as a result of the mushrooming financial scandals.
All of these bubbles require cash, and this is the
liquidity Mr. Soros is rightly worried about.
Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, has been challenging the
gold manipulation for years. He has been one of the
few fiscally sane voices anywhere on Capitol Hill.
His website has a listing of his writings and much
needed legislation he has or is sponsoring.
Only recently have there been signs that the PPT
is also working in the U.S. equity (stock) markets.
THE PLUNGE PROTECTION TEAM
The Washington Post acknowledged the existence
of a select group of four who could and would
intervene in markets to prevent massive capital flight
and a run on shares that would cause an economic
collapse if there weren’t enough cash to pay out
during a massive sell off. In his Feb. 23, 1997 story
headed “Plunge Protection Team”, Post reporter Brett
Fromson identified the Federal Reserve chairman, the
Securities and Exchange Commission chairman, the
chairman of the Commodities Futures Trading
Commission, and the secretary of the Treasury as the
team’s key players. The intervention of the team in
the 1998 crash of Long Term Capital Management,
after it became wildly overexposed in the gold market,
revealed that private institutions such as Goldman
Sachs, J.P. Morgan, Merrill Lynch and other
major banks could be involved as well.
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Fromson quoted a former team member as
saying, “In a crisis, a lot of deference is paid to
the Fed. They are the only ones with any
money.” Or, I might add, the ability to print it.
Pointing to the 1987 stock market crash, the
single largest crash in history, Fromson observed,
“The Fed kept the markets going by flooding the
banking system with reserves and stating publicly
that it was ready to extend loans to important
financial institutions, if needed.”
On April 5, 2000 New York Post reporter
John Crudele reported that the stock market had
turned back from the abyss. After a 500-point
drop that looked like it was leading to a
meltdown, “someone started buying large
amounts of stock index futures contracts through
two major brokerage firms—Goldman Sachs and
Merrill Lynch. Unless the brokers tell, there is
no way of knowing which of their clients were
making the purchases. The market rebounded.”
Calling it the PPT, Crudele both referred to the
1997 Washington Post story and suggested that
private banks were acting as team captains. Gold
activist David Guyatt, relying on information obtained
from GATA Chairman Bill Murphy, pointed to the
PPT in October 2000. “The hand of the Plunge
Protection Team (PPT) is clearly visible for the first
time. The entire short gold play over the last few
years is a technique that has been used to ‘prop up
key stocks’ and ‘fund futures’ operations. In the
simplest form it works like this: Borrow (at
negligible interest rates) someone’s [America’s,
Germany’s, Britain’s, Goldman Sachs’] gold and
sell it in the market. This gives a handsome pool
of near-interest-free dollar cash. Whenever the
stock market looks shaky, or key stocks come
under pressure, dive in and buy, buy, buy.
“But it is not only necessary to manipulate the
stock market to succeed. It is also necessary to
manipulate the gold price and keep the price of gold
below the price PPT sold the leased gold for.
This is a game of double jeopardy. The problem
the PPT now has is that there is virtually no
more official gold left to borrow.”
The causes of this intervention were a pending
NASDAQ crash and the imminent downgrading of
IBM and intel stocks. And the PPT’s hand has
been noted recently from as far away as Australia.
Progressive Review editor Sam Smith recently
quoted a story by Richard Bromby of the
Australian Financial Review:
“At 2:32 Wednesday [June 26, 2002], New York
time, something extraordinary happened at the corner
of Wall and Broad streets. The New York Stock
Exchange’s Dow Jones industrial index—struggling
since the opening bell after the WorldCom fraud
revelations—threw off its problems. From an intraday low of 8,8926.6, the Dow shot skywards to its high
of 9,160 at 3:29 PM. Could it be the work of the
much talked about, but never seen, Plunge Protection
Team? There is a belief that this team represents a
powerful and secretive hand that is ready to act at any
time the Dow looks ready to tank big-time.
“London’s Observer newspaper last October
reported it had information the plunge team was
preparing to spend ‘billions of dollars’ to avert a
repeat of 1929 and 1987.”
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The problem is clear: With a strong dollar the PPT
has demonstrated that it has enough cash to suppress
gold prices or to save the stock market. It may not
have enough cash to do both—especially if the dollar
were to suddenly lose its value. Then, all of the
chickens that have been locked out will come home to
roost with a vengeance.
As The International Forecaster reported on
April 26, “The American consumer has run out of
credit and buying power. All bets are off if the
housing and credit bubbles break and that’s a distinct
possibility. Debtor’s prison is drawing nearer. House
and Senate conferences are deciding on a new set of
rules for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. If the Plunge Protection
Team weren’t manipulating the market, with all these
scandals, the Dow would already be at 4,500.”

A WORD ABOUT HOUSING

Most Americans believe that their homes are their
last, best retirement insurance. Yet many Americans
have mortgaged their homes for 120 percent of value.
Their loans are backed with the full faith and credit of
the U.S. government through various agencies such as
Ginnie Mae, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the
Federal Housing Authority.
The International Forecaster has predicted that
“40 percent of Fannie and Freddie’s loans are going to
come back and haunt them. We envision an S&L-type
bailout of $2.4 trillion down the road. This will be the
biggest financial disaster in history.”
The full faith and credit of the U.S. government lie
behind these home loans. If the homeowners go broke
in an economic crash, they default. If the U.S.
REALIZING THE EXTENT
government goes broke—before or after that point—it
OF THE DESTRUCTION
defaults, and the holders of U.S. debt ultimately have the
right (especially under WTO and globalization) to foreclose
Not all of the money looted from American on the collateral—your home loans. In the worst case
taxpayers is going to support the PPT market scenario most of the United States could legally be owned
manipulations. A lot of it is just being stolen.
by all of the countries holding U.S. debt—better
According to the Standard and Poor’s Website, described as T-Bills, or U.S. gold, or U.S. stocks.
“domestic equity allocation” (stock market) of U.S.
pension fund investments was near 50 percent by the
CONCLUSIONS
end of the 1990s. It has topped 50 percent since then.
Before the 2000 presidential election, candidate
The Great Depression was not an event that wiped
George W. Bush promised that he would tap the Social out U.S. capitalists. It was an event that made the rich
Security Trust Fund only in the event of war, recession even richer by transferring the wealth of the people into
or national emergency. On Sept. 11, he was quoted the hands of the already wealthy. Legendary is Bank of
by his budget director, Mitch Daniels, as saying, America’s rise to affluence through real estate
“Lucky me! I hit the trifecta!”
foreclosures from 1929-37. Don’t believe for a minute
It’s not a question about stealing a little here and a that the richest of the rich will be hurt by the coming
little there. It’s a question about open, full-scale looting— collapse. The only ones hurt will be you and me.
but only from the pockets of the American people who,
George Soros is a member of the Bilderberger
in my opinion, will soon have almost nothing left. Group, a collection of the wealthiest individuals on the
Let’s look at the hard numbers of what has been planet. It includes, from the U.S., both Democrats and
taken and from where. These numbers are by no Republicans, and from Europe and Asia the richest
means exhaustive. It’s just what we know about.
“old” money that can be found. U.S. participants in
Social Security in 2001 (USA Today/Washington this year’s conference included David Rockefeller,
Post) $34 Billion; Social Security in 2002 (est.) (house Henry Kissinger, former Treasury Secretary Larry
Budget Committee) $160 Billion; Federal Employees Summers, former CIA Director John Deutch and
Retirement System (Wall Street Journal 6/13/02) (to George Soros. It was just after this year’s meeting
meet 2002 budget deficits) $42 Billion; Civil Service which ended in early June, that all of the revelations
Retirement and Disability Fund (ibid) $2 Billion; stolen about corporate fraud started to really hit the news.
from the Dept. of Defense in 1999 (Cong. Record One wonders if it had been on the agenda.
and Insight magazine) $1,100 Billion; stolen from the
I also note sadly a recent financial report from the
Dept. of Defense in 2000 (CBS News) $2,300 Billion; Denver area stating that mortgage foreclosures were
stolen from HUD in 1999 (Cong. Record) $59 Billion; going through the roof. This, at the same time that
Shareholder Equity lost to Financial Fraud in 2002 Reuters (July 2, 2002) reported that corporate layoff
(Fox) $600 Billion.
announcements had risen by 12% in one month. In
TOTAL: $4,297 Billion PENDING THEFTS of this context Bush’s tax cuts seem worse than bad
Social Security (by 2010) (Washington Post citing judgment. As former Assistant Secretary of Housing
Cong. Budget Office figures) $845 Billion.
Catherine Fitts pointed out to me in a last-minute eAn anecdotal story reveals the damage to pension mail, “By 2010, when (and if) the Bush tax reductions
funds. If you think that Social Security will be a are fully in place, an astonishing 52 percent of the total
safety net, please read the above section again. Of tax cuts will go to the richest one per cent. Put
course we all know about the Enron employees who another way, of the estimated $234 billion in tax cuts
were wiped out. But according to the New York scheduled for the year 2010, $121 billion will go to just
Times on April 3, New York City’s pension system has 1.4 million taxpayers.”
lost $9 billion in the wake of recent stock scandals.
Unless you can convince me that gravity might
Imagine the impact if local governments declared suddenly reverse direction, this collapse is inevitable
bankruptcy or defaulted on their pension obligations. It and imminent. It will be unspeakably brutal. How
has been estimated that the California State employee long do we have? Maybe weeks. Maybe months.
Retirement System (CALPERS) has more than 90 Maybe only days. But the house of cards is already
percent of its money invested in the stock market.
starting to collapse all around us. A major terrorist
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attack, the folly of an invasion of Iraq or a nuclear
exchange between India and Pakistan would only be
a momentary diversion from a much greater tragedy.
[END QUOTING]
YES INDEED, IT CERTAINLY IS AS BAD
AS IT HERE APPEARS!
We have another more current document to share
but fingers are refusing to work well after sitting here
for hours and finding 21 pages later that we are in
“overload” for this day. We will add on the additional
pages tomorrow and let Mark align them properly.
Readers, if you want to KNOW what is taking
place, then I suggest you go back and really study this
writing. It is coming down around you and still you
can’t seem to move outside your allotted space
appointed by your controllers.
We simply can’t do it FOR you and, moreover, we
continue to work with too little from week to week as to
have to consider not even printing a paper. How sad, for
you understand not that which has come upon you.
May the Light shine around about you and may
you allow your mind to comprehend that which is upon
you—while you can still attend selves.
God blesses and keeps each and every one who asks.
Salu, GCH
dharma

OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE
There are many ways in which
one can participate in the glorious
unfolding of this once-in-many-eras
opportunity to beneficially change
this planet. While some of us have
the honor of participating directly—
involved in it as we are with our
day-to-day work—you, the reader
of this newspaper, can join with
the Mission in other ways:
specifically, through your financial
support of this effort and your
positive thoughts and prayers.
K n o w t h a t i t i s YOU w h o
sustain the Mission by all that
y o u t h i n k a n d d o . YOU a r e
“the wind beneath our wings”.
Financial contributions will, as
always, be treated as loans.
Positive thoughts are promised
an even greater return. So, if you
thought this message wasn’t for
YOU—simply because you cannot
afford a monetary contribution—
THINK AGAIN!

CREATE A Better World!
Please call (800) 800-5565
for further information.
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Phoenix Chicks
About To Hatch
7/27/02—#1 (15-345)
RE: MEDIA MONOPOLY, MANIPULATED AND
FALSE TESTIMONY, PRAY TO HOLD THAT DOLLAR
COMMENTS REGARDING THE ABOVE TOPICS
Hatonn—I am somewhat appalled we are called
upon to reconsider topics as in “rerun mania”.
However, if you can be caused to look at the facts
again and again, then there is hope for outliving the lies
of such things as consideration of “Free press”,
Freedom of speech, etc.
The point to always remember in consideration of
negative thoughts on YOUR POINTS is to look closely
at your own position and preferences.
By this I mean exactly what is inferred here as you
have your own opinions and wishes regarding
everything, including where you shop.
We get the nagging outrage about corporations such
as Wal-Mart supercenters opening more and more
outlets around the U.S. and now, the globe. WHO is
outraged? Well, but of course, other businesses hurt by
lower prices and greater varieties of services and
inventory. WHERE DO “YOU” SHOP?
I note that all of our people “HAVE TO” SHOP AT
SUCH AS WAL-MART! Or did you wish to shop at
Neiman Marcus OR I. Magnin’s? Oh, I see, you “want
to” but can’t? Well, where else might you go for your
general needs and plastic cups? As your job markets
drop and thus income tanks, where are you going to go
to “survive” “interesting” times?
Readers, the world is in change, flux, upheaval—
CHAOS in every consciousness stream.
Businesses provide a service if they wish to stay in
business and fair or unfair as to practices, this is the
way of it. Like it or not, it still remains in the choices
of the people that those businesses fall or grow.
Whether or not you wish to face it—Wal-Mart
found a need and filled it. Money manipulation and
corrupt business accounting simply are the result of
exactly that: corruption and greed. Are you also going
to stop shopping at Costco? Of course not, for what
people are going to do is complain loudly and go right
on buying bargains or variety where they find them.
“But the little businesses can’t survive,” you complain.
Who complains? The small businesses, of course. While
YOU shop where you can find the best bargains and that is
especially true where quality and brand names are concerned.
Right now, as a for instance, in old home town
Tehachapi the local business people are trying to prevent
two businesses from setting up shop: Walgreen’s and
Wal-Mart. This, as Big K-Mart is failing to be able to
keep high inventories and varieties, etc. Walgreen’s is
a “drug store” become supermart. But there is already
another such chain store in the neighborhood.
What will happen if they are prevented to set up
shop in Tehachapi? The people will simply continue to
go to Bakersfield where there are Wal-Marts and
Walgreen’s (and Costcos and Home Clubs)—or

continue to get whatever they have to have “in-between”
“city” trips at the local shops.
Is this BAD? Is this GOOD? IT SIMPLY IS.
“But all the clothes look the same and we may as
well go for uniforms,” comes one complaint. Wow,
then get a sewing machine at one of the abovementioned stores and make your clothes—they will
usually look quite “different” from anyone else’s.
“But Wal-Mart isn’t even good to its employees,”
you say? Who says? They seem to have a constant
lineup awaiting hiring opportunities. Nobody forces
anyone to work at Wal-Mart, buy at Wal-Mart, or
generally even walk past Wal-Mart. THAT is one of the
few freedoms left to you.
Face it: YOU want all the breaks and none of
the inconvenience.
Offering better services, larger variety, etc., is
still CAPITALISM at work.
This points up my observation nicely: YOU
DEMAND MORE AND MORE CONSTRAINTS
AND BUY INTO THE PRESENTATIONS OF THE
MOUTHS WHILE NOT EVEN CONSIDERING
THE VERY POSITION OF “SELF”.
HOW MANY OF “YOU” HAVE HAD TRULY
SAD CONFRONTATIONS WITH, SAY, WALMART? REALLY? BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU
SAY AND/OR “REPEAT”.
No, we have absolutely no interest of any kind
in Wal-Mart!
If you think big business will not merge to get the
most buck for the cluck, then you have been out of life
far too long. And yes, it is totally sad to find the things
you once held dear—GONE WITH THE WIND!
Why will they do that? Because it is profitable
to them—and YOU will support it.
Stores selling chickens are not the problem. Huge
corporations shipping chickens worldwide is not even
the problem. The network shipping frozen chickens
stuffed with drugs IS THE PROBLEM. Do you really
think Tyson chickens are “better” than Foster Farms?
They are even cheaper. So, what might be in those
trucks overflowing the highways and byways that have
signs posted on their sides: “Tyson chickens”? You
don’t know do you? Those trucks, for all YOU know,
are carrying toxic waste or spent fuel rods.
I can promise you, however, that you will buy
whichever brand of chicken gives you the best purchase
quality and price. Moreover, all the moaning and
complaining you will do about “genetically altered”
anything is truly a moot argument. Some geneticallyaltered plants are so much BETTER as to outweigh any
consideration of lesser crops.
There is no food left to harvest after the locusts eat every
plant to the ground—altered or otherwise. BUT, corn which
displeases bore-worms will give you food and BETTER
quality. Bore worms and beetles are not really all that good
for you. The hungry man just wants to eat—to survive!
Moreover, you are going to have to turn to other
building materials than wood or you will have not more
forests. Ah but—who is going to establish alternative
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methods and products? “Someone else”?
We tried to facilitate several products to solve that
very problem using compressed earth-clay and another
cement-based light and formed panels. All that
happened was that PARTNERS actually tried to destroy
the messengers and rip off the funds! God provides and
you destroy! God creates and Satan promptly
counterfeits. Then you join Satan and complain and
blame God. It is up to you either way.
We find that, right in small-town, U.S.A.
(Tehachapi), the people won’t even allow a place for
motion-picture animals while doing a battle over WalMart and a drugstore. More interesting is that the
animals are trained and are more harmless than the
majority of the pets running around everywhere. When
priorities get displaced, readers, then you can only
become puppets or functional slaves.
My example can go further in that if you have “freewill”—YOU WILL STILL GO TO SUCH AS WAL-MART
AND ALL THE LYING ABOUT IT IS MOOT.
You now clamor for more and more regulations to
insure your safety and “freedom”. That is always the way
it is just before you become a police state. The only thing
left at this point is which manipulator gets to be the King
string-holder. Fighting over whom gets the fishpond after
the fish are all dead is hardly worthy of effort.
COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA
The complaint is that certainly the “news” is controlled
just as is ALL of the media. Well, what can you do
about it? The little papers serve a purpose but are blotted
out as soon as the Big Boys get tired of the annoyances
and you get tired of supporting them. NONE of them
have more than “in-debt” standing while worsening.
The world news consists of BBC and CNN and
the offshoots liberally scattered around the globe—
run by the same manipulators.
Rupert Murdock who owns Fox News Channel just
happens to be a luminary of the secret Bilderberg Group.
NBC is owned by GENERAL ELECTRIC, one of
the biggest, and growing, corporations in the world.
ABC is owned by the Disney Corp. and is noted for
providing their workers with atrocious wages and
working conditions—or so claimed.
CBS is owned by Viacom which is another huge
media conglomerate that owns, among other entities,
MTV, Showtime, Nickelodeon, VH1, TNN, CMT, 39
broadcasting television stations, 184 radio stations,
Paramount Pictures and Blockbuster Inc.
Now those SAME corporations have tentacles all
over the globe while back at the ranch fewer and fewer
huge conglomerates are controlling virtually everything
that the ordinary world citizen sees, hears and/or reads.
It was planned that way and so it has become.
No, we have no intention of FIGHTING anything, for
at the same time many of you prod us to “do something”
we find that the only thing really desired is to simply get
more and more “protection” which insures the demise
of people who would change the circumstances.
I don’t even intend to cause riffles which will cause
a negative response from the government of any nation,
bend any (NOT EVEN ONE) law of the land or even
the secret ones pulled out when convenient. If we
break a regulation it is purely because of accidental
oversight and will be corrected at the very earliest
time possible from the moment of discovery of said
blunder. WE WILL NOT SERVE OUR ENEMIES!
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You can feed the dragon if you choose and we
will keep right on down the road of service—for as
long as we can do so—but that is ALL we can do
and it will suffice our needs. We will serve our
assignment commitments just as accepted as
commission from upstart years ago (at least 15 of
them being in the 343rd day of that 15th in reference)
with nothing else save this as a target goal.
Others may well change direction, quit the
journey and for whatever needs might come, have to
stop whatever might be called to cease and/or
desist—right or wrong. We will not, for others must
wait our accomplishment to serve their own.
ILLNESS BY FLUKE
OR VIRAL CRYSTAL LIFE FORMS
Every day you are hit with some “another” kind of
bacteria or developed life form to kill you and for which
there is no known cure or treatment—even from the
major chemical houses called Pharmaceutical companies.
It is as with cloning of any kind or creation of
this or that manifestation copies: You can’t control
those things once out of the “Arc” or Pandora’s box
(same thing). Once a “thing” has been constructed
it will get out of control by somebody somewhere.
Then when such as a bacterium, virus or crossbreed
of parasite mix/match becomes a self-duplicating
“thing”, you are in for trouble.
Do I have answers for possible treatment of new
strains of old diseases? That is beside the point as we,
like anyone else, must offer nothing which is not
fully approved and “we” aren’t going to get
ANYTHING passed and approved. Where have
YOU been that would even cause you to ask?
With that in full conscious realization you might
very well wish to reconsider how to turn silver and
such into that harmless, but said to be useful, colloid.
We might even remind you of how to achieve such
solutions but once burned, we keep our hands OUT of
the fire. Besides, you need something with which to
rebuild that immune system and restructure (clone if
you will) your very DNA strands. It takes drias to
accomplish that in a general “water way” simplicity.
And you have to have some balanced mitochondria
to allow cell fuel conversion.
I can give you an example of a new hit to your
global communities and see what your chances might be
of escaping the bugs once started on their global travels.
Don’t you remember the Asian flu(s)?
The U.S. is playing with an outrageous new
strain of smallpox which puts anthrax to shame as
a naughty toy. But this other “ultra superbacteria’
is already into the system.
Just sharing:
[QUOTING Philippines, The DAILY TRIBUNE,
Friday, July 26, 2002, pg. 11:]
SOUTH KOREAN DOCS FRANTIC AFTER
FINDING ‘ULTRA SUPERBACTERIA’
SEOUL (AFP)—South Korea’s medical world
was put on alert last Wednesday as researchers
spoke of superbacteria resistant to the toughest
antibiotics spreading in Asia.
There is no effective weapon against the deadly
bacteria because their unique enzyme breaks down
antibiotic substances, according to a Yonsei University

Hospital research team.
Team leader Lee Gyung-Won said the bacteria were
among the most worrying problems for doctors as they
spread quickly through hospitals.
His team tested body waste samples from 7,275
patients from 28 hospitals and found 82 people infected
with the bacteria with a new type enzyme called VIM-2.
The bacteria with VIM-2 enzymes was first reported
in FRANCE in 2000. It is the first time the
superbacteria have been discovered in Asia.
“The superbacteria was a result of excessive
use of antibiotics,” Lee told reporters.
The bacteria are resistant to Carpapenem, the
most powerful antibiotic, he said.
LEE SAID VIM-2 IS ESPECIALLY
DANGEROUS BECAUSE IT INVADES OTHER
BACTERIA AND RENDERS THEM IMMUNE.
“This makes bacteria resistant to antibiotics and
patients vulnerable to Sepsis or blood poisoning,” he said.
[END QUOTING]
Well, not to worry about finding a solution to the
death and dying problem by means of accepted
medicines—for the WHO (World Health Organization)
who introduced AIDS so effectively is onto the
“traditional natural medicines”. Yea, even to calling them
“new drugs” and putting little vitamin dealers in prison
for passing them on as supplements. Etc.
WHO is really hitting hard at China who has put out
something in that “traditional” field that seemingly has
affected FOUR women taking it for diet control. Now,
let’s be nice, for surely NO ONE has ever been hurt by
a pharmaceutical company’s outrageous presentations,
but nobody shuts down, unfortunately, the ENTIRE
natural-traditional market. WOW!
What really happens is that, again, once badly
burned, you won’t find anyone setting about offering
anything a second time, even by mistake. If you don’t
believe me, check with New Gaia and Diane Kunick.
Ah but—we know, don’t we, that the adversary
was after us (inclusive of me) and ultimately the only
one they could even consider to annoy was Diane
because the “turning in deviant” informers, lied, cheated
and yea, even stole—as in money and property.
The interesting but good news is that the Feds had
to admit as much and did in fact, in the case itself, say
that “Ekkers were not indicted…” and then something
about “fled to Manila…” and thus and so.
No, there was NO WRONGDOING AND THIS
SAYS AS MUCH. HOWEVER, it also indicates
that by accepting a “bargain” that the case is not
settled other than as a “guilty” plea.
Ekkers will NOT come home until our task is
concluded in this area of Southeast Asia—and then
only to counter the accusers, clean that slate and
put aside those incredible two-legged parasites.
Painful? Yes indeed. Impossible? No indeed. The
mischief makers keep building the cases against
themselves while NOW, THE FEDS ARE
RECHECKING THEIR FILES AND TRYING TO
CLEAR THEIR OWN ERRORS AND OMISSIONS,
NOT TO EVEN MENTION THEIR “COMMISSIONS”.
But for Ekker grandparents? Well, Dharma says the
truth: “If we can change the world for those
grandchildren and the other children in pain and hunger,
we can go a lifetime without seeing our families—for
death would present the same absence without merit
or purpose.” So, we all work a little harder, smarter
and more diligently where we can do so.
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The accusations and foolish hits only show us
where the enemy thinks we are weak. For that
we are grateful for, so far, we are found sound
and certainly NOT WANTING.
By the way, in a practical way of consideration:
When you have lost everything (EVERYTHING), it
lessens the NEEDS to a bare minimum. In other
words, it leaves both hands free to do the work in
progress without miserable distractions. What can be
put on “hold” shall be and what can’t—pffft!
By the way, to family and friends—THAT TRAVEL
ROAD RUNS “BOTH” DIRECTIONS—IF YOU NEED
TO SEE THESE TRAVELERS WHEN THE WORKLOAD PERMITS SUCH LUXURIES AS “TIME OFF”
TO SMELL THE PLUMERIA.
Check it out: The child in deepest Africa is NO
LESS God’s citizen than are the U.S.A. dwellers.
When you stop looking at the blinding glare of a flag
blindfold, you will realize what I just said here.
By the way, our own little business ventures can
as well be accomplished FROM the U.S.A. without
even need of registration here as from here—only
better. Considering the opposite it is noted that what
we need to accomplish back in the U.S. can be done
beautifully right from Manila or elsewhere. THAT IS
THE BEAUTY OF LEARNING ALL THE LESSONS
GOD OFFERED DURING THOSE LONG (OR
PERHAPS SHORT) 15 YEARS.
“But old people can’t get around much any more,”
you say. Well, then quit expecting E.J. and Doris to
keep swinging on the Moon and I hardly consider a
wonderful airplane ride a total imposition—for you waste
far more comfort just running to the gym and back.
So why am I spending time on these reminders?
BECAUSE it is time to move on and get that
mind-set in order so that we are ready, willing and
able to hit the new “runway” running instead of
bogged in useless baggage.
There are a lot of things to clear and attend—and
then conclude in many areas of experience in order that
others can take up the cudgel hammer and MOVE ON.
In other words, we need to do “ours” and step aside
while allowing others to DECIDE what it is they wish
to do with their lives and purposes.
A lot of goodly company friends put a lot of eggs
into one basket to incubate these Phoenix chicks. It is
just about hatching time—WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH
YOUR CHICK? Perhaps you will just want to retire
and, beloved friends, there is nothing wrong with that
if that is truly what you WANT TO DO! Most people
do not want to retire just when they get wise enough to
do something worthwhile for mankind and for self.
Perhaps you can just be a volunteer to feed some animals
at Audrey and Eric’s “animal farm” or take a puppy to visit
the orphanage or elderly home. If you can still
“COMPLAIN”, then you can still offer positive prayers—
if you want to! Or, don’t laugh too hard: be a person in
that elderly or rehab facility to be available for a volunteer
to share a puppy so he/she can feel good about sharing..J!
Or, just sit around being a grumpy old foggy..L!
By the way, chelas, it is better to be conscious
of confronting the hits all around you NOW than
waste time on something “maybe” (like an asteroid)
20 years from now. Fix the NOW and you won’t
have to worry about the THEN.
Make this a good day and likewise will be
tomorrow.—GCH
dharma
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Insane UFO Cover-Up
Is NOW Falling Apart
Germany’s long-range political strategy, we have
taken into firm possession the Antarctic area,
called New Swabia (New Schwabenland) to
SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
ensure a safe retreat in case of necessary.”
If you compare the German area to the size of the
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
United States, it is huge in comparison.
Other factors make Antarctica an ideal place for
“dharma”
these bases. There is no rust, no germs, and
consequently very little illness or decomposition. Food
PHOENIX JOURNAL #13 (1990)
remains edible forever, since the entire region acts rather
like a giant freezer. The shed, for instance, where
CHAPTER 11
Scott spent some months pre-WW I, before he launched
his ill-fated antarctic expedition, was recently discovered.
REC #2 HATONN
The food which remained in the shed, from almost 70
TUE., MAR. 27, 1990 11:40 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 223 years ago, was still as fresh and edible as on the day it
arrived in Antarctica—and wooden boxes, tin cans,
TOP SECRET NAZI EXPEDITION
cups, candles and paper (in fact everything), are as
well preserved as if by inanimate suspension.
Let us again turn our attention to the location of the Antarctica has no flies, no bugs, and no bacillus can
bases. Even in this area Hitler had planned far ahead survive the cold temperatures of the surface location.
and at long range. Obviously guided by the possible
occupation and subsequent loss of Germany itself, he
20TH-CENTURY SECRET?
had cast around for land still available for colonization
and found that Antarctica was, at that time, the only
Could all of this have taken place in the 20th
continent still unclaimed. With his usual dispatch, a Century without detection? Hardly! What steps were
polar expedition was organized—the preparation of taken to discover the truth? What has been done on
which was kept secret. The force consisted of several your placement to do something about the secret bases
large vessels, at least two of which were aircraft now that their existence has been established and
carriers, not the present-day type but rather large ships established beyond a doubt? Why did the world not
with float-equipped airplanes on board. The planes were hear about these incredible events? Good questions
rocket-catapulted off special ramps at the end of the indeed and it is surely past time that you-the-people open
ships and retrieved out of the water via a crane. This your eyes and look around.
secret Nazi Expeditionary Force was headed by Kapitan
Obviously, Hitler’s escape was discovered
Ritscher and took place in 1937-38. The force landed immediately, otherwise the statements of Stalin and
in the area of Queen Maud Land and established bases of Eisenhower and all other quoted sources would be
there. Large float planes of the Dornier-Wal type, with an exercise in insanity. It has even been totally
the unusual pusher-puller propellers were used to explore recognized that the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials
a huge area of Antarctic terrain. Over 11,000 were staged, to a great extent, in the hope that the
photographs were taken for mapping purposes. “Last Battalion” could be drawn from their
Significantly, a Swastika flag was dropped every 20 impregnable, inaccessible hideouts, and thus force the
kilometers to substantiate the German claim to that land, Fuehrer’s hand. A large armed force of elite troops
comprising over 600,000 square kilometers in all. In this surrounded the whole of the Nuremberg area during
way, not only was a terrain claimed by Germany, larger the long agonizing months of the typically-Bolshevik
than Germany itself, but more significantly, for the first show trials. Perhaps there are readers who will be able
time, ice-free oases (warm lakes) were found by this to recall from newspaper pictures or newsreels the
secret Nazi expedition. They were photographed along “tight security” that existed in the whole of Germany
with Alp-like mountain ranges of over 4,000 meters in during those trials. Some S.S. men were actually
height. Naturally, the explored areas were given caught, tried and convicted for attempting to free their
German names and so you have today places like leaders, but when the cry of strangulation and torture
“Ritscher Gipfel”, or, “Ritscher Peak”, named after the was over, the Fuhrer was still nowhere to be found.
leader of the expedition. The hot oases amongst the Some UFO overflights and activities were reported but
eternal ice were called “Schirmacher Seen Platte”— no actual armed clashes or incidents took place.
Washington, Moscow and London then decided to
“Schirmacher Lake Group”. These are also often
referred to as the “Rainbow Lakes”. The different- really “get into the act”; in fact, eight countries in total
colored appearances of these inland lakes are caused by decided to do some “scientific” work in Antarctica, of
algae found floating in the sweet water and vary in all places!!! A large expedition, lavishly financed,
color from lake to lake as the algae color differs. was quickly put together. It consisted of over 4,000
The waters are warm enough to allow swimming and specially selected elite U.S. Navy troops along with
an eight-month food supply. Thirteen ships under
bathing with just bathing suits and swim trunks.
Added credence to the secret-bases thesis is the overall command of Admiral Byrd made up this
found in remarks attributed to Joachin von Ribbentrop purely “scientific” expedition, composed mostly of
at the outbreak of the war: “In accordance with military-types and very few scientists.
(PART 7)
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The U.S. Antarctic battle fleet left Norfolk,
Virginia on Dec. 2, 1946—three distinct battle groups,
comprised of the Mount Olympus, Admiral Byrd’s
command ship, the ice-breaker, Northwind, the
catapult ship Pine Island, the destroyer Brownsen, the
aircraft-carrier Philippines Sea, the U.S. submarine
Sennet and the two support vessels, Yankee and
Merrick, as well as the two tankers Canisted and
Capacan, an additional floatplane carrying ship,
Currituck and the destroyer Henderson.
At the same time it was announced officially that a
similar English-Norwegian force was operating in a support
capacity in Antarctic waters around Bahia Marguerite. A
Soviet contingent was also participating in the “research”.
U.S.A. CONVOYS IN ANTARCTICA
The Soviet participation is an interesting one,
since Winston Churchill had already spoken of an
“Iron Curtain” and felt that “they”—the crusaders to
Europe had “killed the wrong pig”. Obviously
Churchill realized that they should have destroyed
Bolshevik Russia and not Germany. So be it.
The general public (YOU) was told that the
“RESEARCH” mission was interested in locating uranium
and studying the weather. Admiral Byrd, who had
already undertaken a similar, though much smaller and
speedier, investigation of the North Pole was asked why
he had recommended the establishment of armed
observation camps. His reply, “Because the pole lies
between us and our enemies”—El Mercurio, Santiago,
Chile, July 7th, 1947. Further questioning as to which
enemy he meant, since the Axis powers had just been
defeated and had “unconditionally surrendered”, brought
no response from the “great” man.
It was soon learned, however, that as well as the
scientific jobs, the mission had the task of “observing
the activities of a foreign power in the South Pole
Region”. Questioned further on this part of the
expedition’s activities, Adm. Byrd reportedly replied,
“To break the last desperate resistance of Adolf Hitler,
in case we find him in his Neuberchtesgaden inside
‘New Schwabenland’ in the Queen Maud Land region,
or to destroy him.” How interesting indeed.
Also most interesting, the Byrd expedition was
equipped with the very latest devices, amongst
them were thermo-magnetic detectors.
The U.S. expedition duly arrived and landed in
Antarctica. With them the very latest in military gear,
gadgets and troops. With them the very latest in military
carriers, helicopters, floatplanes and every other
conceivable military apparatus. Bases were established
and quickly expanded. Observation planes were sent
out all over the region. Thousands of photographs
were taken and mapping missions flown.
One particular flight stands out amongst all those
reported and one with Adm. Byrd, himself, aboard.
The instruments went totally haywire and the performance
gauges and altimeters behaved in a most erratic manner,
causing Adm. Byrd to abort the flight and return to base
on “visual” control. All instruments returned to normal
as soon as open terrain had been reached.
It was reported, and it is true, that Admiral Byrd
located the Secret Nazi Base (among other things we
shall speak of later) and was approaching it when the
above incident took place causing abandonment of the
flight, but not before he dropped an American flag and
a bomb or two on the approximate spot of the base.
This was done, of course, to warn Hitler he was
not entirely safe even in his Shangri-la.
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Woops—what of an error or two? Vengeance was
swift and the Fuhrer was not in a humorous mood.
Within 48 hours, four of Byrd’s planes had been lost,
some without a trace and others without any survivors.
Adm. Byrd hastily abandoned all his efforts and
disembarked, with all his force, for home.
PRESS INTERVIEW FOLLOWING DEPARTURE
On board his flagship Olympus he gave the
following startling interview, translated from the
Spanish as it was reported in the paper El
Mercurio, Santiago, Chile on March 5, 1947. It
appeared on the front page under the headline “On
Board the Mount Olympus on the High Seas”.
“Adm. Byrd declared today that it was imperative
for the United States to initiate immediate defence
measures against hostile regions. The Admiral further
stated that he didn’t want to frighten anyone unduly but
that it was a bitter reality that in case of a new war the
continental United States would be attacked by flying
objects which would fly from pole to pole at incredible
speeds. (Earlier he had recommended defence bases at
the North Pole). Admiral Byrd repeated the above points
of view, resulting from his personal knowledge gathered
both at the north and south poles, before a news
conference held for International News Service.”
During the press conference the Admiral also stated
that in a quickly shrinking world the United States could
no longer derive any sense of security from its isolation
or on the geographic distance of the poles or oceans.
The Admiral affirmed once again his belief that the entire
Antarctic continent should be closely watched and
surrounded by a “wall of defense installations, since it
represented the last line of defence for AMERICA”.
(THESE DEFENSE MEASURES HAVE SINCE BEEN
TAKEN.) Admiral Byrd further stated that no one could
give a more accurate accounting of the true significance
of the situation than he could, since he had had occasion
to employ the latest scientific developments and from
what he had learned he could make comparisons, for he
had encountered the effect of the secret weapons.
When Admiral Byrd had arrived back in the U.S.
and the significance of his findings had found their way
into the press, he was mysteriously hospitalized.
No hard information was ever unearthed but his
grand statements to the press in South America and on
board the Olympus were not appreciated by the powers
in Washington. Less appreciated were the actual facts
regarding his expedition which I shall enlighten you
about a little bit further on in this writing.
He was among the first victims of a long
string of prominent people “removed from
circulation” for their honest belief in Unidentified
Flying Objects and encounters with higher forces.
You can gain great insight into important
conclusions from the foregoing:
1: The final outcome of WW II is yet to be
decided. This is borne out by the late General and
former President Eisenhower’s statement—“The
Second World War has not yet ended,” and
corroborated by Admiral Byrd’s alarming phrase
“in the case of a new war”. Hitler’s Last
Battalion is waiting for its golden opportunity to be
“the tip of the scale” in any conflagration yet to
come. SO BE IT, BROTHERS, SO BE IT!
2: Hitler has defended his secret lair as successfully
against Byrd as he had his numerous headquarters in

Europe, during the war against the Allies. Byrd was
forced to retreat and to acknowledge the superiority
of the UFOs, and their secret weapons.
3: The over fifty small wars since 1945 including
Korea and Vietnam, were supposed to provoke a
premature “showing of hands” by the Last Battalion.
4: The “New Third Reich” has maintained its
crucial time/technology advantage over its WW II
adversaries—even decidedly increased it.
5: Idealism (spirit) has triumphed already over
Materialism (money), since only the German state was
destroyed but not the ideology of National Socialism.
6: There has been a 30-year cover-up by brain
and more often by brawn, about the true identity of
the UFOs or at least many of them. Their origins
have been known, but deliberately suppressed by the
rulers of the Unholy Alliance of 1939-45.
7: The real and only reason for the insane UFO
cover-up, now falling apart, is to be found in most
UFO’s German origin. The Allies in East and West
have told so many lies about the barbaric, sadistic
behavior of the Nazis, that they now fear widespread
panic amongst their populations, should the truth
become known. After all, if the Nazis are still
around, would it not be logical and natural for them
to take revenge one day? With UFO power? Come
now—what does the symbol of a swastika really
mean? LIFE ONGOING AND WITHOUT END!
No, I did not say that I adore and cherish the Third
Reich—I said that the swastika means Life! All the
liars are not yet out of the woodwork, my friends.
WHY THE BIG UFO COVER-UP?
For over 40 years some of the world’s most
imaginative people have wondered about the “strange”
behavior of their governments when it comes to the
questions of the UFOs. If the UFOs are extra terrestrial
and the humans on your planet have no “defense”
against them, then why annoy these beings by orders to
“SHOOT TO KILL”? It is interesting that once again
you see perfect harmony of approach between the
U.S. and the Soviets. In the ’70s there was a very
detailed report about the Soviet Air Forces having
stumbled upon some secret UFO bases in far off
Mongolia. The Soviets went in their usual barbaric
style, bombed and burned everything to the ground.
This was well documented by Dipl. Ing. A. Schneider
in the Viennese newspaper, K.Die aktuelle Serie,
P.a., Sat. Sept. 14, 1974 as follows: [QUOTING:]
… the following remarkable report reached us
today from the Soviet Union: April 24, 1970 was a
day that all hell broke loose. A supersonic Soviet
jetbomber in a secret mission from Moscow to
Vladivostok was lost without a trace over Siberia.
The pilot was in voice contact with ground control
stations when suddenly the transmission was
interrupted. An intensive search by nearly two
hundred planes was quickly organized over the area
where the pilot was last heard from. Almost
simultaneously a number of pilots reported to ground
control, “We are not alone up here, above us are
flying objects, maybe 25 or even more. They are
huge, they are so high we cannot get near them.”
That same afternoon in Krasnojarsk, red alert was
sounded and troops were deployed around the city
because an entire formation of these silvery, silent
visitors circled over the scared town. Apparently, entire
salvoes of ground-to-air missiles were fired at hundreds
of flying discs which crowded the airspace of the Sino-
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Soviet-Mongolian frontier area. There was a concerted
action by the strange intruders against the town of Ulan
Bator, where all flights seemed to emanate from and
end. A spokesman for a group of touring German
students said after returning from Mongolia, where they
had been at the time of the “UFO invasion”, “That the
Soviet Union had destroyed a secret UFO base of immense
proportions consisting of many miles of subterranean
tunnels, and dozens of pyramid-like structures in the
northern area of Mongolia.” However no photographic
proof or documentary evidence exists. The Soviets
are always very secretive. [END QUOTING]
After Admiral Byrd’s hasty retreat from
Antarctica he not only suggested bases around both
poles and a ring of armed camps, but offered this
plan: Turn Antarctica into atomic test ranges where
atom and hydrogen bombs could be dropped to be
“tested”. Well, this is a quote from an incorrect
source—it was not Admiral Byrd who suggested such
a thing, he was simply blamed for it.
A strange thing, however, happened as soon
as such a plan was put forth. Capitol Hill in
Washington, D.C. received an official visit.
There is not a UFO fan who has not seen the
historic photograph of an entire “swarm” of UFOs
flying over the nearby Congressional Buildings
and the White House in perfect formation.
Interesting to note that the Antarctic test-site
idea was never again seriously considered.
Hundreds of sightings took place around the
world from Japan to Korea, where you have a
particularly good example of a UFO de-materializing
in front of the cameras. One must then ask, “Why
do these UFOs always show themselves, but why do
they not land?” etc., etc., etc. Well, realizing the fear
responses and the need to keep the lies hidden—it is
indeed unsafe, isn’t it? This is appropriate for
terrestrial ships as well as extraterrestrial visitors.
The UFO cover-up is most similar to other actions
of the other unholy alliances such as the mass murders
of Operation Keelhaul, at Katyn, Dresden and
Hiroshima. Let anyone dare to “not conform” with “the
establishment’s” version of things and you can see
people being hounded, defamed and persecuted on a
daily basis—not the least of which are our own
scribes—just for receiving this information.
LITTLE MEN WITH AGREEMENTS?
More distracters and I will investigate herein. Let
us look from some other viewpoints, please.
Often, your UFO fans have advanced the theory that
the strange flying objects come from distant planets and
galaxies to check on your “atomic experimenting”, and
some people state “contactees” have been told that the
UFOs would prevent an atomic war on the planet Earth.
Why should we? Why should we care? We certainly
do not demonstrate any great desire to colonize the
Earth—at least not in any great numbers. Well, perhaps
some of these “aliens” are already scattered about Earth.
We have all sorts of reasons why we will not allow
atomic devastation to wreck your planet:
These are speculations as presented by some
sources who feel an alliance exists with space
aliens, etc. [QUOTING:]
a) The UFOs are, by now, driven by
electromagnetism, consequently all secrets surrounding
electric power have been discovered. Since all modern
communications and guidance systems are based on
electronics, it is an easy task to “listen in”, decode and
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prevent the start or to re-direct whilst in flight, any
vehicle or space craft, now in use by the “allies”.
b) The destructive power of atomic weapons is
therefore much more of a threat to the powers who
possess them and have them stored in silos, in subs,
in planes or on their own soil than to those countries
who do not have these weapons at all, since they
could quite easily be set off by remote control from
the UFOs, before they were even launched.
[H: Please keep in mind that these are projections
put forth from your placement—not mine.]
c) The UFOs will undoubtedly prevent atomic
war to prevent the extinction of the White Race. At
the moment the White people are outnumbered ten to
one on the planet and should there be an atomic
exchange the ratio would be a hundred to one in the
White’s dis-favor. [END QUOTING]
Well, a few of your better thinkers have found
some interesting conclusions which might be worth
pointing out.
No man of the calibre of Adolf Hitler, deeply
committed to the survival and resurgence of Western
Culture, would ever allow this tragedy to happen to the
White Race if he could at all help it.
There is a most interesting aside which I might note
for you. Perhaps a few of you readers will already
know the following, that in the region of the South Pole
(Antarctica), and to a lesser extent the North Pole, it is
possible to escape from the earth’s magnetic pull and
death through radiation because the Van Allen Belts open
up, funnel-like, at both of these extremities. It is
possible to launch a spacecraft—with very little radiation
protection—from this area, avoiding enormous weight;
a crew needs no radiation-protective gear.
Now I am going to lay forth some other
speculations which might bear contemplation.
You must remember that Hitler had massive
feasibility studies of space stations, based on very
specific and valid data.
He authorized launching an artificial satellite to be
rocketed into space in 1947 with the A9-A10 rocket, in
a steep angle away from the axis of the Earth, and
counter to the Earth’s rotation. From this point it would
have been possible to observe any spot on Earth within
any given two-hour time period, and hit any spot on
Earth with accurate missiles, bombs, radar-guided or
other gadgets such as “mirror beams” or “death rays”.
The Rosenbergs mentioned these platforms in
their testimony during their espionage trials. They
called them “Warships of space”. Where did they
get this information about top-secret plans, not
realized by the Allies until some 25 years later?
From the same documents that gave them the
atomic bomb, of course. Yes, this would
definitely seem as if spaceflight was already known
to a mysterious group of beings, would it not?

One month later Prof. Dr. Greenacre observed the same
phenomena. The May 1966 issue of UFO Nachrichten
Vol. 117 reproduced what Dr. Greenacre had stated he
had observed: “Prof. Dr. Greenacre saw on or close to
the Moon at least 31 spacecraft of gigantic size.
Some were from 300 meters to 4.8 kilometers long.
They were in motion while being observed through
the telescopes. Also, clearly discernible were
numerous smaller craft approximately 150 meters in
diameter, which moved past or alongside the huge
craft, the “mother craft” occasionally changing color,
as in the often-reported, pulsating style.” (The
distance from the Earth to the Moon is 384,000
kilometers). This was the end of the report.
The American Professor thought at first the
Russians might have beaten the Americans to the punch.
But not so! So, therefore, who is out there in the wild
blue yonder? Well, Prof. Dr. Phillips of Berlin, Hitler’s
wartime comrade, claimed he knew. He even sent the
author much information on the subject, some charts
and time tables of his flights and they match, my friends.
Before we leave this area of investigation and take
a break, we have to look into the repeated reports of
“glowing” or “pulsating” lights emanating from UFOs.
You can find an interesting reference to this phenomena
from a brilliant German metallurgist who had created “a
metal harder than diamonds” called appropriately enough
“Impervium”. This metal glows alternately in the colors
of the rainbow when heated to a high degree. This
seems to tie up another loose end and again, the timing
is interesting. The metal was used for the first time
commercially in 1935-36. The laboratories were located
not at Schramberg as Michael X reports but at Starnberg
and Starnberger See. However, this could be a simple
spelling error by someone not too familiar with the
German language. Oh, so much to learn, haven’t we?
Dharma begins to see the handwriting on the wall
and is quite unnerved at this time, therefore, I request
a break and allow settlement. It is fine, chela,
everyone keeps nagging for “new” information and
perhaps it is time to begin to scatter it around a bit.
You will stay closely in the Light shield, chela, for as
we tread on the proper toes the nasties will get more
intense. So be it—the God of Light and Truth shall
prevail and this Word will go forth. Yes, I know
ones are quite dead who have spoken of these
things—I do note, however, that you are quite healthy
and we intend to keep that status current.
I move now, to stand-by that we might have
a break.
In love and total Light of Radiance I salute
you for your service.
Hatonn to clear, please.
CHAPTER 12
REC #1 HATONN

PROF. DR. JAMES GREENACRE
FRI., MAR. 30, 1990 9:00 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 226
The American astronomer, Prof. Dr. James
Greenacre and four of his colleagues made an astounding
observation from Flagstaff, Arizona Observatory and
reported it to a Conference on “Moon Problems” in New
York City in May of 1964. Because of the UFO coverup policy still in force in the U.S. government, Prof. Dr.
Greenacre was only able to give his report verbally to
colleagues who were present at the Conference. Here
is roughly what he said: “On 29 Oct. 1963 we observed
several colorful spots on the Moon, the spots moved in
formation across the motionless face of the Moon.”

Hatonn present this morning that we might
continue work on the Journal. I come in the
Light of the Radiant One and clear all negativity
from this place. We shall speak of this herein,
Dharma, for knowledge is your shield.
The vibration pulses of which you are so acutely
aware within the past 48 hours are intentional indeed.
While you ones were absent a new monitoring grid was
integrated into your electrical system within your
dwelling. You will find that circuits will overload quite
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easily in effort to lose of your computer data, etc. You
will be bombarded with ELF cycles through the
equipment. You are “field” recycled in that your own
nervous system counter-balances the energy integration.
For a while you will be acutely aware of the vibrations
from all things you touch, for the cycle impulses are
different from your own and you will note the clash of
sequence perception until you adjust. Know it is
intended and that you are in protection. However,
I request that you remain conscious of the input
and challenge to your system in that you are
constantly aware and recognize all changes.
Your system will automatically adjust but you
will find exhaustion your constant companion for
a while during the adjustment and all within the
property will recognize confusion, depression and
sleepiness until all is in total integration.
I speak of these things herein because we choose
to make a public statement of conspiracy attempt to
stop of your writing. We herein place the
conspirators on notice that we can play this game far
more perfectly than they can bombard. I ask,
however, that all entering your physical space take
extreme care and use superior caution. As the script
plan is unfolded unto you ones, the seriousness of the
impact must be ever present. You are to use caution—
not fear. Be receptive to intuition (all of you) regarding
any and each who enters into your space. I did not
say to be distrustful—I said to “pay attention”. This
is both for the guest/visitor as well as for self.
The readers of these Journals must come into
realization that the material to which they are now
being made privy, is truth, is dangerous, and is your
very guideline to change as well as transition.
The threats have now been officially laid at my table
to cease and desist with the bringing forth of these
truths “or else”. Dharma has requested that she be
allowed to continue our work and we place her in
protection, however, there is great risk in many forms.
We are now to the point of “picking-up” where others
were forced to “leave-off”. The game gets rougher as
we move along. Therefore, I must ask patience and
indulgence of the readers in that we must work rapidly
on the Journals and personal kibitzing over nit-picking
attitudes of personal nature will probably be set aside to
respond to later in the upcoming weeks.
I humbly thank each and every one of you who have
so generously given of your time and efforts. The
training has been exceptional and the pressures constant.
The building shall begin shortly and you will have great
success. It is not the building of good business that is
the problem; it is, rather, the bringing forth to public
view of these atrocious lies which have been perpetrated
and perpetuated through the last decades. As we tell
you of the truth and then give you PROOF of same,
it will be hard indeed to comprehend—and yet you
will all find it logical, reasonable and totally valid.
We of the higher Command ask your patience
and indulgence and an open mind that you might
receive in clarity and purity of integrity. The very
hope and subsistence of your placement depends
upon your changing of attitudes and ability to
rethink circumstances. So be it—and I plead for
the granting of your attention and kindness.
Dharma, ye shall not be yet given to remember
these things, for it is unsafe, chela. Allow the “fog”
to bring you comfort and security instead of
confusion, for it is your safety net—believe me,
chela, “they” know you know nothing of these things
any more than any reader of the material.
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The information is coming forth from several
locations of which you must remain basically unaware,
for that, too, is your security shield. All “they” can do
is discount—and discounting can no longer be
successful as the logic of truth comes into the attention
of mass consciousness. Hold tightly to my hand, little
one, and fear not, for the Hosts of the heavens walk
with you and the valley of the shadows is just that—
shadows. The physical is ultimately of no importance
what-so-ever and the time is at hand to bring these
things into public awareness. So be it in the Light of
God Source. There is no darkness in this place, in this
receiver nor in the entities from which she
receives. We come as the Hosts with the Master
Teacher in the service of the Universal Source.
Allow the above message to remain within the
writings of the Journal. We shall now move on
to continuation of the Journal material.
We were speaking of the Antarctic, counterfeit
money and conspiracy.
A LOOK AT THE ANTARCTIC
It is important that you ones have input of general
geographical and physical nature regarding the area of
your arctic regions, both South and North. We shall
deal herein with the Southern location, for most of
the incredible activities are being exploited there.
Your Admiral Byrd wrote great dissertations
regarding his experiences in that location beneath
the arctic area and he was discredited and finally,
murdered. He was declared insane and promptly
taken out of public circulation—he was murdered
as a broken man as was Forrestal, Priore, Rife,
Tesla and hundreds of other great men.
Byrd met with the beings of alien locales and his
documents can be obtained—through your rather
underground resources; therefore, I shall not dwell at
great length in this chapter regarding that matter. I wish
to give you purely physical data for confirmation at this
writing. Further, for you ones who have access to your
National Geographic journals—please refer to April 1990
which will be released shortly. Ah yes, Dharma, you
need to know that more than do others. In fact, we
shall utilize a map or two from their presentation that
you might have confirmation. There are no
coincidences, chela, and ye shall be given all the
credentials and confirmation that ye need.
If you will look at a globe of your planet, you will
find that there are two land masses close to the Antarctic
regions—South America (namely, Argentina and Falkland
Islands) and Australia. This is most important indeed in
deciphering logically that which we give unto you.
Let me note right here that you of the U.S. have
great bases in Australia with space flight, data collection,
exchange shuttle facilities, nuclear testing and great
underground facilities for security and survival.
Now Australia (remember that Australia is a branch
of Great Britain) has endorsed plans for a commercial
space launch station using Soviet rockets, to be built on
the Cape York peninsula in the continent’s remote
northeast. The plan is for a $450 million installation to
be functional not later than in the mid-90s. This, too,
can be confirmed from reliable sources on your
placement. Further, what of the USSR offering to make
available to Japan over 59 technologies in the military
and space fields as part of an effort to establish joint
ventures with Japanese industry? Soviet officials have
actually proposed joint ventures that would give the
Japanese access to the Soviet Buran space shuttle.

Still sleepy??? Do you still wonder about the
importance of the Falkland Islands off Argentina?
WHY DO YOU THINK THERE IS ALL THIS
MASSING OF WEAPONRY AND WAR MATERIALS
DOWN BY THE OLD ISOLATED ANTARCTIC?
COULD IT BE THAT HATONN IS GIVING YOU
SOME FACTUAL AND TRUTHFUL INFORMATION?
LET US REFER TO IT ALL AS THE “TACKY
TACTICS” OF THE CENTURIES. THEY OF THE
CONSPIRACY KNOW FROM WHENCE THEIR BIG
BAD ENEMY SHALL ARISE! THEY ALSO KNOW
WHERE THE MOST SECURE LIFE-SUSTAINING
LANDMASSES SHALL EMERGE FOLLOWING AN
EARTH POLE SHIFT—YOU WILL FIND THAT THE
ARCTIC REGIONS WERE ONCE BLOOMING
TROPICAL LANDS. TIME TO WAKE UP YOU
SLEEPYHEADS, THE ALARM CLOCK IS RINGING
OFF THE TABLE. SO BE IT—WHILE ONES PICK
AT WHETHER “DHARMA’S JESUS SANANDA” IS
“ANOTHER’S” THE TIME CLOCK IS TICKING
WILDLY. SHE WILL NOT BE GIVEN TO FURTHER
DEBATE OVER THE MATTER—YE ONES SHALL
GO WITHIN THINE OWN SELVES AND FIND
YOUR TRUTH, FOR YOUR BROTHER HAS NO
MORE TIME FOR THE FOOLISH DISTRACTIONS.
YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE A WAR AND YOU
HAVE NO SHELTERS—GET ON WITH IT, CHELAS,
FOR YOUR EXISTENCE IS AT STAKE.
I give Bryan Hodgson of National Geographic great
honor and appreciation, for I shall utilize his updated
information to great extent in these current chapters,
for you need the confirmation of Earth scientific
published material. Perhaps as you move along in
truth you will subscribe to the Geographic to support
the works of these outstanding researchers.
The Antarctica is larger than Europe or Australia,
but it has no “native” human population. It contains
more than two-thirds of the world’s fresh water in
the form of ice, yet some areas receive less than two
inches of precipitation a year. Antarctica is the
highest, coldest, most desolate place on the globe (on
the surface of it). But it irresistibly draws visitors.
The fifth largest continent is a giant outdoor
laboratory where scientists strive to decipher clues to
our planet’s history and detect early warning signs of
global pollution. That which is called “Earth’s last
terrestrial frontier” is drawing increasing international
attention—and only a minute fraction of a percent of
humans have the slightest idea as to “why”.
In 1959 thirteen nations joined the twelve original
signatories as voting members of the Antarctic Treaty.
Research stations were constructed and a voting
coalition was formed to be eligible for voting on control
of resources on the continent. There are some 40 yearround bases on Antarctica at present (known publicly).
Fourteen additional nations have gained observer status,
introducing a strain of international politics to a
gentleman’s agreement that guaranteed only that
Antarctica would be used for peaceful purposes—
without specifying clearly what those purposes might
be. And there you have it. NO PLACE IN YOUR
ABILITY TO ATTEND IS ALLOWED PEACEFUL
EXISTENCE—NO PLACE!
THIS IS NO
DIFFERENT AND ALL REALLY IMPORTANT AND
“SECRET” BASES AND INSTALLATIONS ARE
ALLOWED NO VISITORS OR RESEARCHERS, AS
YOUR MAJOR POWERS HAVE THEM SEALED
OFF BY TERRITORIAL CLAIMS.
In October 1989 in Paris, the 15th biennial treaty
meeting was thrown into turmoil by an unscheduled
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debate sparked by the announcement of France and
Australia that they had revoked their approval of a 1988
agreement prohibiting minerals exploration without the
unanimous consent of all members. Instead, they joined
environmental groups demanding an outright ban on
minerals activities and establishment of Antarctica as a
world park. Some nations, such as Chile and Argentina,
saw this as the first direct threat both to the treaty and
to territorial claims they had agreed to hold in abeyance.
(AND YOU THOUGHT THE RIFT WITH ARGENTINA
AND CHILE WAS OVER DRUG DEALINGS!)
Antarctica has never been truly isolated but I doubt
any of your little school children realize this—were you
taught this? Although it is surrounded by a barrier of
swirling ocean currents and ferocious winds and
crowned by a gigantic ice sheet averaging nearly two
miles in thickness, this coldest region of the planet is a
powerful weather maker for the Southern Hemisphere.
Its frigid waters surge along the deep seabeds into the
Northern Hemisphere, modifying ocean temperatures and
carrying nutrients to nurture marine life.
More recently, scientists have discovered that
Antarctica is a sensitive barometer of mankind’s
use and abuse of the planet.
Comparing today’s atmospheric gases with those
trapped in core samples of ancient Antarctic ice, they
have found that the burning of fossil fuels has helped
raise carbon dioxide to the highest level in history.
Some have warned that this might cause a melting of the
ice sheet by trapping heat from the Sun. Other
scientists have learned that man-made gases called
chlorofluorocarbons, trapped over Antarctica by a
stratospheric vortex of winter winds, react with spring
sunlight to release chlorine atoms that destroy much of
the ozone, which helps protect living organisms from
harmful ultraviolet radiation. This is accurate enough to
allow it to go undebated by me, at this point. Man
always precipitates his own environment and therefore
a debate at this point would be futile and useless.
Further, this segment of writing is from the scientific
viewpoint of very human observers and is not for my
input. Let us just tell this segment as human sees it.
EARLY WARNINGS
As early as 1975 scientists had warned that
Antarctic waters were being overfished. In 1980
an agreement was reached on a Convention for
the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources. By 1983 Soviet fishing fleets had
seriously depleted the population of Antarctic cod
around the French islands of Ferguelen. Other
fisheries appeared on the verge of destruction.
There is a fish at South Georgia called
Champsocephalus gunnari, which was most popular and
is now most endangered. A fishing limit of 10,000 tons
of gunnari was recommended by a group of involved
nations in 1986. However the Russians immediately
reported catching over 69,000 tons—seven times the
proposed limit. They claim the numbers estimates
were wrong and that the protein would go to waste
unless fishing is done at the optimum level.
At this point the good old U.S. Congress got into
the act and requested a major study of Antarctica’s
marine ecosystems. This put up all sorts of wondrous
distractors and gave excellent reason for infiltrating the
area and checking on the security systems already in
place. Oh, of course, Congress thought it was all a
study of marine life—most of your Congress is as illinformed as the masses of the population.
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WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING
With all the military intrigue and installations,
ships from many countries come into the waters of
Antarctica claiming to be research vessels but are
actually otherwise. For instance, in 1989 an
Argentine supply ship Bahia Paraiso ran aground
after hitting underwater rocks near Palmer Station,
apparently because of inaccurate navigation charts.
Thousands and thousands of gallons of diesel fuel
fouled beaches and killed untold numbers of wildlife.
Where was Exxon when you needed them?
The Soviets have intensive activity of massive
amount and take marine life in uncountable amounts.
Reports which could be verified were that the Soviet
vessels were taking over 20 tons a day of gunntheri at
Shag Rocks. At the South Shetlands some 18 vessels
were taking krill at 85 tons a day and at the convergence
400 miles northeast of South Georgia, one boat reported
catching two tons of squid within a few hours.
Right across the Strait of Magellan and Cape Horn
you find Punta Arenas, Chile’s southernmost city. It is
a thriving commercial center, whose harbor, shipyard,
airport, and communication facilities have made it the
major gateway to the Antarctic Peninsula and is only a
couple of hours flight to King George Island, site of
Chile’s Teniente Rodolfo Marsh station and airfield.
There are eight other nations which have research
stations on the island: Argentina, Uruguay, Peru, Brazil,
Poland, South Korea, the Soviet Union, and the People’s
Republic of China. King George’s popularity stems more
from its location, only 600 miles from Punta Arenas,
than from its scientific potential. This should also
tell you readers a lot of information.
It gets easier and easier to get to Antarctica as
the French and British are building new airstrips. On
the continental ice plateau you can land ski-equipped
aircraft almost anywhere. It is also easy to land
large-wheeled transports on areas of permanently bare
ice, such as those near the Vinson Massif. The U.S.
plans to establish a base there to give regular airway
from Punta Arenas to the South Pole. Further down
the coast from Punta Arenas is a place called
Ushuaia—which means “Jesus” or in Hebrew—
Jesuhia or Yeshua (spelled for pronunciation).
How do you suppose that could have happened?
Surely the Pale Prophet couldn’t have gotten into
that region also! So be the mysteries of “time”.
Chile’s base on King George Island is actually a
colony, with quarters for some 240 airmen and
scientists. Many sign on for two-year tours and live
with their families in a suburban-style apartment
complex called Villa Las Estrellas, which has its own
bank (of course), post office, commissary, hospital, and
a school-house which serves around 11 students.
This complex, together with the tourist
facilities, reflects Chile’s long-standing policy of
“proving up” its territorial claim to a large sector
of Antarctica, even though such claims are held in
abeyance under the treaty.
Argentina has a similar policy. There is an
Argentine Army base on the tip of the Antarctic
Peninsula a hundred miles south of King George
Island called Esperanza.
Why am I giving all these nitty details which
hold no interest for you? Because they had better
start holding interest for you—for you will be
hearing a lot about them very shortly in what you
perceive as your future.
Argentina and Chile have been frequent
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adversaries to the U.S., but their huge and overlapping
KRILL
territorial claims have made them allies within the
Antarctic Treaty organization. Issues such as
The life span of krill is around seven or so
mineral exploitation will loom very large in 1991, years. They reproduce beginning in the third
when under terms of the treaty any voting member s u m m e r . T h e e g g s a r e l a i d b e t w e e n m i d may propose a reexamination of its provisions.
December and early March with the eggs sinking
to between 600 and 1,200 meters before hatching
STRANGE CROSSROADS
while moving into the warm incubating waters.
The larvae hatch and ascend through the water
The Antarctic Peninsula and its island chains have “column” to begin maturing. Ocean currents can
been an international crossroads since 1820 when m o v e k r i l l s w a r m s f a r o u t o f r e a c h o f b i r d
Russian explorer Bellingshausen arrived to claim first colonies and protect the growing babies. An adult
sighting of the continent after braving the savage krill can go without food for as long as a year and
weather of Drake Passage in wooden ships.
survive nicely, larvae as long as two months without
Today’s mariners are better equipped, but
nourishment—a necessary defense against seasons in
some things have not changed. Storms are quick
which phytoplankton are scarce or hard to find.
to form and deadly.
But now you have an interesting happening.
The U.S.A. has ongoing “studies” under the guise of
The krill feed on phytoplankton which use sunlight
NSF’s Division of Polar Programs and travels the
region’s rich bird and marine life habitats regularly to produce food by photosynthesis, utilizing
(too regularly), since 1965 when the jaunts could carbon dioxide and such primary nutrients from the
no longer be kept secret due to the traffic in the s e a a s n i t r o g e n a n d p h o s p h o r u s , p l u s t r a c e
area. Note that Byrd’s expedition was in the ’40s elements. The threat of increased ultraviolet
and continuous monitoring was begun at that time. radiation pouring through the ozone “hole” over
One of the major stops on the “scientific” journey Antarctica has made the question of the effect on
is Deception Island, where a placid lagoon fills the ten- phytoplankton a most appropriate and urgent one.
Isn’t this just getting more and more interesting?
square-mile caldera left by an ancient volcanic
What
about those Rainbow Lakes—and more
catastrophe. Don’t count on it remaining simply
important,
what about that ostensible Rainbow City(s)
“ancient”. Today one can find a smattering of
abandoned buildings and wooden boats that line the of mythology—past and current? Ah so! The little
phytoplankton glitter like jade, others are brown, etc.,
haunted shore which still steams with volcanic heat.
R e c o rd s s h o w t h a t i n 1 9 2 4 t h e e n t i re b a y the microscopic seawater is a wondrous garden of the
literally boiled, blistering the paint on a fleet of sea with a brilliant three-dimensional universe crowded
f a c t o r y s h i p s u s e d t o p r o c e s s s o m e o f t h e with exquisite translucent organisms. There are
thousands of whales killed in these waters. There tintinnids which are cone-shaped and which feed
have been major eruptions in 1967, 1969, and 1970 on bacteria, and squarish-looking organisms which
which destroyed Chilean and British bases.
are diatoms. Their outer shells are made of silica,
This is in the area of the Bransfield Rift and is a so they are really like plants in glass houses. A
very active volcanic zone. It has widened considerably tiny sample will contain over 10 species of these
over the past several years and recent seismic activity minute single-celled organisms which link up to
can tell you the magma is welling up again.
form colonies that look like a string of beads. The
The type of magma found in that area creates s p e c i e s a n d n u m b e r s c h a n g e c o n t i n u a l l y ,
a fairly quiet eruption above ground, since it is decreasing as winter darkness approaches.
highly fluid and has time to cool to crystals when
The lovely part of the lifestream of these little
it contacts air. But on the seafloor it reacts wonders is that they can adapt to increased amounts
instantly with water to produce a tremendous
of ultraviolet radiation by producing their own Sunexplosion. There will be ongoing and more
block pigments or by using a mechanism that,
frequent eruptions in the current “time” segment.
through exposure to daylight, enable them to repair
The food chain of the Antarctic is under heavy
UV damage. Would this not indicate that selective
study. Microscopic plants called phytoplankton bloom
evolution indicates that these little fellows have
in the ocean each spring, nourishing vast swarms of the
experienced this same type of cycle prior to now?
shrimplike crustaceans called “krill” (interesting label)
The Australians are developing a sunscreen
that form the main food for many of the
preparation
for use by humans based on UVcontinent’s creatures. Commercial krill catches
now approach 500,000 tons a year, and scientists absorbing compounds found in coral. Similar
are concerned about the effects of heightened compounds have been found in fungi. Eighty-five
percent of lichens in Antarctica have compounds
levels of ultraviolet radiation on phytoplankton.
So far you have no way to measure the volume of that absorb radiation in the ultraviolet ranges.
Before we discuss the ozone and ultraviolet
krill swarms accurately but one must look at the
population of penguin colonies which numbers in the radiation, let us take a rest-break, please. I shall move
to stand-by. Thank you for your attention and you,
hundreds of millions and they feed only on krill.
Now, how do you suppose the Cooper group came Dharma, for your service. Salu, Hatonn to stand-by.
[END OF PART 7]
up with a name like O.H. Krill in relationship to visiting
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 6/19/02
“aliens”? Little grey men from outer space? Oh, I
think not! Are these plots set up by your “free-people” issue of CONTACT on page 5; Part 2 (6/26/02, page 11);
government? Oh, I think most definitely, yes!
Part 3 (7/3/02, page 7); Part 4 (7/10/02, page 10);
Krill have some interesting points about them, Part 5 (7/17/02, page 5); Part 6 (7/31/02, page 5)—
not the least of which is that they present an This Phoenix Journal (#13) is out of print. All other
a l m o s t u n l i m i t e d f o o d s u p p l y f o r t h e h u m a n Journals are on sale for one-half price ($3.00). Please see
inhabitants of Earth.
the back page for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
BUSH: SEC WILL ABSOLVE CHENEY
By Bob Kemper, Washington Bureau, 07/18/02
WASHINGTON—President Bush declared Wednesday
that he is confident Vice President Dick Cheney will be
cleared of any wrongdoing in the Securities and Exchange
Commission investigation of Halliburton Co., the Texas
energy services company Cheney once ran.
“I’ve got great confidence in the vice president,”
Bush said, breaking with White House policy to not
comment on the investigation. “When I picked him,
I knew he was a fine business leader and a fine,
experienced man, and he’s doing a great job.”…
The SEC is investigating the accounting practices of
Halliburton, where Cheney served as chief executive
between 1995 and 2000. Congressional Democrats charge
that Cheney was CEO when Halliburton allegedly used the
same kind of misleading, profit-inflating accounting practices
that the White House is trying to curb in corporate America.
Bush, the nation’s first MBA president, and
Cheney have come under intense partisan fire for
their earlier business dealings as accounting and
financial scandals rock public confidence in American
business and in the stock market.
Judicial Watch, a Washington-based public interest
group that often sues the government, estimated in a
stockholder fraud lawsuit that Halliburton overstated its
earnings by $445 million between 1999 and 2001.
Embattled SEC Chairman Harvey Pitt pledged this week
to “take whatever action is appropriate” should his agency
find evidence of wrongdoing at Halliburton.
Cheney has remained silent on the SEC investigation. …
Even as he defended Cheney, Bush again deflected
questions about his own business dealings more than a
decade ago at Harken Energy Corp. in Texas, where he
served as a director. The president said he sees no
need to ask the SEC to release all of the documents from
the agency’s investigation of him for suspected insider
trading in 1991, when his father was president.
Responding to Freedom of Information Act
requests, the SEC has released some documents that
suggest it did not have reason to press charges
against Bush for selling $848,000 in Harken stock
prior to the company’s announcement that its losses
would be greater than expected.
Those documents leave some questions unanswered,
such as why the SEC never interviewed Bush. Still,
Bush said no further releases were warranted. …
The White House has been protective of Harken Corp.
documents. Last week, Bush told reporters they would
have to look at the minutes from Harken director meetings
if they wanted to know how he voted on particular financial
issues. But White House aides later refused to provide, or
to help others obtain, such documents.
Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.), who has
repeatedly called on Bush to release the SEC documents,
has charged that Bush and Cheney are hypocritical in
demanding that corporate America change the way it does
business when they personally have benefited from many
of the same sort of financial maneuverings. …
The White House is deeply concerned that the
extended decline in the stock market and public
anxieties over corporate misdeeds could cost GOP
incumbents their jobs as stock-dependent retirement

nest eggs shrink and the economy lags further.
White House aides worry that an economic
decline could undermine Bush much the way it helped
undercut his father in the early 1990s when voters
wondered if the elder Bush understood the economic
strain felt by average Americans.
The current president, who aides say, is determined not
to repeat the mistakes that cost his father a second term,
has spent much of his time in recent weeks trying to
reassure investors that the economy is on the rebound. …
[JR: While the sheriff is trying to get the goods on
Cheney, Bush is singing Stand by Your Man. Pres.
Bush is also guarded and evasive about his own
misdeeds while director at Harken Energy. These
two desperados aren’t going to volunteer any
information or admit to any wrongdoing. After all,
they were only doing what everyone else did during
the rip-roaring ’90s. Bush and Cheney and their
bushwhackers rode hard and fast right through the
middle of the stampede of greed, while Clinton and
the Democrats taunted us all with the war cry… “It’s
the economy stupid!” Bush and the Republicans are
now in the headlines because the market and
economy was cut off on their watch in an ambush
followed by a wild shootout at the Wall Street corral.
Don’t expect any big changes or reforms from these two
dudes from the Lone Star State. It will soon be the
Democrats’ turn to play the good guys in the white hats
riding in on the winds of reform to rustle up what is
left. We’re in for some real hard times, little dogies.]
GADHAFI OPENS WALLET
TO SELL VISION OF AFRICA
By Laurie Goering, Tribune, 07/18/02
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“That Gadhafi is so well received and feted by
leaders and people alike shows the difficulty South
Africa has in propagating this new message,” said
Greg Mills, national director of the South African
Institute of International Affairs. …
Gadhafi has made no secret of his long-held desire to
unify the continent into a United States of Africa, with a
single government conveniently based in Tripoli. Africa, he
insists, needs a new style of leadership but not the
democratic formula dictated by the West.
At last week’s African Union meeting he
campaigned hard to have a new Africa-wide parliament
based in Libya, which has no parliament of its own, and
pushed to hold another African Union meeting in
Libya later this year. He also proposed barring
African nations from signing international treaties
with countries outside Africa, apparently to position
himself as the continent’s only donor and sponsor.
The organization is still considering the proposals.
Gadhafi also has been a stern critic of NEPAD,
the effort by Mbeki and other African leaders to win
new Western investment by promising democratic
rule, good governance and protection for human
rights in return. Africa should accept the West’s
help, Gadhafi argues, but only as long as it does not
“impinge on countries’ internal affairs”. …
“Gadhafi is seen in Pretoria as a real loose
cannon,” said John Stremlau, the head of international
relations at Witwatersrand University in
Johannesburg. But many African leaders—including
Mbeki—prefer to have him participate in the process
rather than sabotaging it. They want him “in the
train but not near the engine,” Stremlau said.
The Libyan leader has built a sizable political coalition
for himself, in part by paying the back OAU dues of 11
poor African nations, but observers believe he does not yet
have the political clout to push through at least most of his
proposals to concentrate African power in Libya.
“He wants an army for Africa in Tripoli, a parliament
in Tripoli, a president in Tripoli. That sounds like an
empire to me rather than a union,” said Dumisani Hlope,
researcher at the Center for Policy Studies in
Johannesburg. “We’d be substituting European
dependency for Libyan dependency.”
But Gadhafi’s fiery persona and his hefty bank
account clearly have won him friends. Amara Essy, an
Ethiopian and the outgoing secretary general of the
now-defunct Organization for African Unity, praised the
Libyan leader last week as “completely imbued with the
vision of a strong, independent and dignified Africa.”
[JR: Well if Gadhafi is making a tour through Africa with
a big checkbook to win friends and influence people he is
just taking a page from our own book on U.S. foreign
diplomacy. This is not a spur-of-the-moment enterprise.
Left out of this article is the fact that Gadhafi has been
working for 20 years to help create and build a united
Africa and needs only one more state to complete his
United Africa States. Africa and its people have been
exploited and under the control of the West more than
any other country because of its vast resources.
Reform is much needed in Africa to give Africans a
chance to be self-governing and have a role in world
affairs and not the world running its affairs. Africa is
no longer the Dark Continent it was a century ago.
Gadhafi could be the light that can lead Africa if his
vision for Africa’s future is the one all can see.]

JOHANNESBURG—Moammar Gadhafi is hardly
accustomed to running for office, but there is no question
he is on the campaign trail in southern Africa.
After grabbing the limelight and the microphone at the
recent launch of the African Union in Durban, South Africa,
Libya’s dictator has swept up the continent in an armored
70-car motorcade, his open checkbook in hand. …
Considered a flaky renegade in the Arab world,
Gadhafi now wants to lead Africa, and with a potent
combination of populist rhetoric and checkbook
diplomacy he is working his way into the hearts and
minds of the continent’s poorest nations.
But his vision for Africa—one of fierce independence
and slashed ties to the West—stands at odds with that of
a new generation of sub-Saharan African leaders, who are
trying to bootstrap the failing continent into a new era of
respect and progress by promising democracy, good
governance and respect for human rights in exchange for
new investment by developed nations.
“Through our actions, let us proclaim to the world that
this is a continent of democracy,” said South African
President Thabo Mbeki, the leader of the new progressive
movement, at last week’s launch of the African Union,
NIGERIA SET TO LEAVE OPEC
which replaced the Organization of African Unity. …
No one doubts that Mbeki and his allies hold the upper
By Leo Lewis, The Independent—UK, 07/21/02
hand in Africa at the moment. But there also is little doubt
that Gadhafi—and other old-style authoritarian leaders—are
In a move that would trigger a crisis in global oil markets,
complicating efforts to rally Africans to the new campaign
and to build a new reputation for the troubled continent. Nigeria could be on the brink of walking out of OPEC.
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Sources close to the 11-member oil cartel say Nigeria,
its fifth-biggest producer, could threaten to resign as soon
as OPEC’s next scheduled meeting in September.
That would in turn produce a level of internal discord not
experienced for decades and could, says one analyst,
“threaten the organisation’s very existence”.
The issue has arisen from Nigeria’s growing
barrel production ambitions. Each member is
supposedly bound by a quota set when the cartel
meets and calculated to keep oil markets stable.
Not only does Nigeria—along with some other
members—have an undisciplined history of overproduction against those quotas, it is now pursuing
opportunities that will raise national output still further.
Observers have commented that Nigeria’s possible use
of spare capacity “would appear to represent flagrant
disregard for the current structure of quotas”.
As Bank of America oils analyst Richard Savage
explained, Nigerian capacity expansion plans have set
it on a collision course with OPEC, and leaving the
cartel is emerging as a likely option.
“Nigeria’s opportunities for the rapid expansion
of its oil industry represent the most significant threat
to OPEC unity for at least five years and potentially
since the oil price crisis of 1986,” he said.
“To think that OPEC’s second tier would be thrown
into battle for market share ... conjures up a nightmarish
picture of fractious debate and oil market destabilisation.”
[JR: Is Nigeria moving away from OPEC so that they can
gain independence from the control of the Western oil
cartels and form their own partnerships? Could this also
be a bridge to connect and move forward Gadhafi’s plans
for a United Sates of North Africa? It is just speculations
as to possibilities, as answers will come in time. We can
only hope it presents a positive beginning for Nigeria.]
DISCONTENT FESTERS IN AFGHANISTAN
By Liz Sly, Tribune, 07/19/02
KABUL, Afghanistan—A groundswell of discontent in
the Pashtun community is calling into question the ability
of President Hamid Karzai’s month-old administration to
sustain the loyalties of Afghanistan’s largest ethnic group.
The assassination of a top government official and
powerful Pashtun warlord, Vice President Abdul Qadir, and
the mistaken bombing by U.S. forces of Pashtun villagers
in southern Afghanistan only reinforced the alienation
from the central government for many Pashtuns.
“Pashtuns are very dissatisfied with Karzai. They
wanted a big change during this loya jirga, and Karzai
couldn’t bring any change,” former Education Minister
Rasul Amin said, referring to last month’s national assembly
that saw Pashtun leaders fail to wrest key government posts
away from Northern Alliance officials. “I think it’s too late
now for him to win the support of Pashtuns.”
For the time being, the grumbling is unlikely to
generate any kind of organized opposition. The
Pashtun tribal belt in eastern and southern
Afghanistan has been in disarray since the collapse
of the Taliban regime, with local tribesmen more likely
to fight each other than the central government.
In addition, as long as U.S. forces are in the
country and firmly backing Karzai’s administration, no
faction is likely to dare mount an outright challenge.
But over the longer term, it is hard to see how a
government can rule effectively from Kabul without
the support of Pashtuns, analysts say. …
Officially, Pashtuns account for 40 percent of the
Afghan population, with the remainder divided among a
number of other ethnic groups. But years of bloody
conflict have made any national census impossible, and
Pashtuns believe they are now in the majority.

Although Karzai is Pashtun, the perception is that
he has fallen unduly under the influence of the Northern
Alliance, dominated by Tajiks, an ethnic minority that
took control of the most powerful institutions of
government when its fighters swept into Kabul.
“Karzai has done nothing to stand up for Pashtun
interests and he’s finding it difficult to check the power of
the Northern Alliance,” said a Western diplomat.
“Pashtuns feel they’ve lost him, that he’s not anymore one
of ours, that he’s gone over to the opposite camp. …”
At public appearances since his inauguration, Karzai
has been flanked by powerful Northern Alliance warlords,
even though they hold no post in his government.
The problem is not just one of ethnicity. There
are Pashtuns in the Northern Alliance, and there are
Tajiks and other groups that share Pashtun
misgivings about the return to power of the same
warlords who failed to bring about peace after the
collapse of the communist regime in the early 1990s.
With the Northern Alliance dominating the army, the
police and the intelligence forces, many Afghans no longer
see the central government as neutral.
“The main power in government is still in the hands of
those same warlords,” said Jawid Kohistani, a Tajik and
former mujahedeen commander attempting to form a
democratic political party. “I don’t see Afghanistan moving
toward political pluralism or true democracy.”
Most members of the Taliban were Pashtuns, and
Pashtuns also feel they are being unfairly made to
pay for their ethnic affiliation to the ousted regime.
The U.S. operation to hunt for al-Qaida is focused on
the Pashtun-dominated south and east, where Taliban
remnants are most likely to hide. …
If Pashtuns challenge official policy, they run risks,
including possible attacks by U.S. warplanes, said Pir Gilani,
a Pashtun leader and former mujahedeen leader.
“The Pashtuns are facing a big problem today. As
soon as they open their mouths to express their
dissatisfaction with the government, they are labeled alQaida or Taliban,” he said. “This is very dangerous
because it makes all Pashtuns feel angry.”
[JR: The government in Kabul is the Northern Alliance set
up by the U.S. and the Western oil barons. Karzai is
merely a figurehead because the power is in the hands of
the ones who made him their man in Kabul. He and the
Pashtuns tribes are beginning to see this now all too
clearly. As long as the U.S. and NATO have troops in
Afghanistan the Pashtuns will be prevented from gaining
control and will be forced to remain fractionalized and
their tribes ruled by rivalry among their leaders. This is
how the British gained control after the Arab uprising lead
by British Col. T.E. Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia). Once
in, the British and the French carved up Arabia into what
is now the Middle East and Saudi Arabia with leaders
handpicked to further their interests about oil. The same
game is being played out in Afghanistan today.]
THOUSANDS PROTEST U.S. OVERTURES
TO NATION’S REFORMISTS
Daily News, 07/21/02
TEHRAN, IRAN—Tens of thousands of Iranians took
to the streets of the capital Friday, chanting “Death to
America” in a furious backlash against President Bush’s
overtures to Iranian reformists.
While the turnout was not unusual for an anti-U.S. rally,
the protest was significant in that the participants included
those who are seeking to change the Islamic regime,
notably Foreign Minister Kamal Kharrazi.
Last week Bush denounced Iran’s government but
expressed support for those Iranians who spoke out
on behalf of a reformist cleric who resigned as a
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mosque preacher early this month to protest the
influence of hard-liners in government.
Many reformers fear that statements of support from
the U.S. could hurt their cause. There is such hostility
toward America that reformists who promote closer ties
with Washington risk being branded as stooges of the
great Satan, as the United States is known.
The demonstrators, many of them families,
marched under a scorching Sun in front of Tehran
University. They chanted anti-American slogans and
burned effigies of Uncle Sam and Bush.
[JR: You can bet that the unnamed “reformist cleric” has
been in touch with our man at the CIA. The U.S. is
involving itself into Iranian affairs to tip the balance of
power in the Middle East. Iraq won’t be the beneficiary of
our political activism but will deal with an armed invasion.
The Iranians got it right…we are the Great Satan
promoting the evil ones’ One World Government.]
U.S. TRIES TO EASE TURKEY’S CONCERNS
By Catherine Collins, Tribune, 07/18/02
ISTANBUL—Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz said Wednesday that getting rid of Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein is not a question of if but when,
as he concluded several days of talks with Turkish officials.
Wolfowitz said he had useful meetings with political,
business and military leaders in Turkey this week in a
mission that was as much political as military.
“We came to listen, not to push for decisions on
anything,” he said in preparing to leave Turkey for the
United States. “We are interested in the Turkish
perspective on a whole range of issues.”
Although no date has been set or specific
strategy decided, Wolfowitz made it clear that
President Bush is determined to see a change of
leadership in Turkey’s neighbor to the south.
“The president has said that there is a problem
[Iraq] and it is not a problem that we can live with
indefinitely,” Wolfowitz said. “But he has not yet
made a decision about what to do about this problem.
But before a decision is made, we need as good an
understanding as possible about the impact on
Turkey, as Turkey will be the country most affected.”
Turkey would play a major role as a staging area
for any U.S. military assault on Iraq, particularly in
light of the reluctance of Arab nations to participate.
U.S. and British warplanes already patrol the “no-fly”
zones over Iraq from the Incirlik air base in southern Turkey.
But if a large-scale attack on Iraq is launched, Turkey would
probably play host to a far greater arsenal of U.S. planes
and troops, according to military planners in Turkey.
Wolfowitz’s visit was intended to consult with
Turkish officials and to win assurances from generals
and key government officials.
The problem is that no one can be certain who
will be in control in Ankara in the coming months.
The visit coincided with a political crisis that led
Turkey’s three-party coalition government to agree to
hold early elections in November, a move that could
complicate any military operation against Iraq.
While Turkey has remained a staunch American
ally, its military and civilian leaders have consistently
opposed taking military action against Iraq as part of
Bush’s war on terrorism.
Defense Minister Sabahattin Cakmakoglu said on
state-run television this week that Turkey did not “at
this moment” approve of any U.S. attack on Iraq.
“We respect Iraq’s territorial integrity, political unity
and sovereignty,” he said.
Chief among the Turkish concerns is that a
sudden change in the Iraqi regime could cause a
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power vacuum that could lead to the creation of an
independent Kurdish state in northern Iraq. Turks fear
that would spark a return of its Kurdish insurgency,
a 15-year conflict in which 30,000 people have died.
Wolfowitz repeatedly sought to reassure the
Turks on that issue during his trip. “We have been
very clear in expressing our firm opposition to a
Kurdish state in northern Iraq,” he said.
Economic fallout from a military attack on Iraq is
also a concern, especially because the Turkish
economy has begun to show signs of recovery from
the worst recession in nearly six decades.…
Emphasizing the ties between Turkey and the
U.S., Wolfowitz said the partnership between the two
countries is economic as well as military.
“We want to help Turkey’s [economic] recovery,” he
told the Turkish Economic and Social Studies Foundation
in a speech this week. “We want to help promote Turkey’s
economic growth and we want to help Turkey become
competitive in the global economy.”
The United States has helped to engineer loans from
the International Monetary Fund to stabilize the country’s
economy and aided it in covering the cost of leading the
international peacekeeping force in Afghanistan.
The Bush administration has prodded its European
allies to look favorably upon Turkey’s…[sic]
Against the backdrop of their country’s political
uncertainty, Turks have watched Wolfowitz’s visit
carefully this week, assessing the potential political
and economic impact.
“The immediate impact would be negative, of
course. But the mid- and long-term impact could be
beneficial,” said Cem Duna, a retired Turkish diplomat
and a director of the leading business organization.
“It would be good for Turkey if such an operation
were to bring about a workable stability in Iraq.”
[JR: Wolfowitz is back on the prowl again setting up the
traps with the government and businessmen in Turkey for
a U.S. attack on Iraq. Notice the link between government
and business when it comes time to hatch or plan for a
war? Wolfowitz said he came to listen and not to push
Turkey on any decision. He must be walking on a
tightrope to be so understanding or else he is desperate to
get Turkey’s cooperation. You can be sure he will use
whatever input he gleans from these meetings to refine the
sharp edges on our policies against Iraq. Sure the
Turkish economy is improving thanks to the infusion of
funds from the U.S./IMF coffers. Neither businesses nor
governments care about the individuals who are on the
other end of the guns or bombs. Turkey might consider
deferring making any solid commitments to Wolfowitz’s
proposals until a new government is in place. Our unstable
U.S. stock market and vague economy should weigh heavily
in their deliberations. How can we really help Turkey and
go ahead with plans to fund a major war against Iraq with
our own serious economic problems? This is the really
big question Wolfie can’t answer yet, let alone guarantee.
The U.S. has no other manufacturing industries other then
the war industry. A war won’t improve our economy or
create more jobs. The only ones who will profit are the
banksters, arms and weapons manufacturers and dealers.]
IRAQ EQUATION HAS MINUSES FOR BUSH
By Howard Witt, Tribune, 07/21/02
WASHINGTON—A few months ago, back when the
Iraqi National Congress was still beaming satellite
television signals into Iraq, the dissident group used to
boast of the value of propaganda broadcasts in its
campaign to oust Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein. …
The Iraqi National Congress recently shut down
the satellite broadcasts for lack of funds. But the

gap between claim and reality that the broadcasts
laid bare is illustrative, and it afflicts virtually every
aspect of the debate over the Bush administration’s
declared policy of removing Hussein from power.
An array of plans for a possible U.S. invasion of
Iraq, ranging in size from a few thousand special
operations soldiers to up to 250,000 troops, are
circulating through the Pentagon. Some administration
advisers favor an Afghanistan-style attack that utilizes local
opposition forces on the ground. The CIA is reportedly
working on covert efforts to promote a coup. …
What concerns critics in Congress, the military and the
worlds of diplomacy and academia is that so little public
scrutiny has been applied to any of the alternatives the
Bush administration is considering, or to the implications of
a unilateral U.S. move to oust the Iraqi regime. …
…The administration has offered no proof that Iraq
was involved in the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks or that it
has provided weapons of mass destruction to terrorist
groups. European, Russian and moderate Arab leaders
do not share Bush’s sense of urgency and regard
Hussein as well-contained within his borders; they
oppose the notion of a U.S. invasion of Iraq.
“The consequences [of an American attack] will
not be confined to Iraq,” said Egyptian Foreign
Minister Ahmed Maher.
He warned that U.S. action against Iraq could
ignite hostility across a Muslim world already
incensed over Israel’s treatment of Palestinians and
consequently threaten the stability of Egypt, Jordan,
Saudi Arabia and other U.S. allies in the Arab world.
Each of the approaches the White House is said
to be considering rests upon assumptions for which
the evidence is often uncertain.
Earlier this year, Bush was reported to have
authorized the CIA to accelerate efforts to promote a
popular uprising or military coup against Hussein.
Such a result would spare the United States from direct
military involvement in Iraq but would also likely result in
the exchange of one military dictator for another. Moreover,
it assumes facts that are nowhere in evidence inside Iraq:
the presence of a political opposition capable of organizing
an uprising or a military echelon strong enough or brave
enough to attempt a coup. …
“The coup model,” said one congressional foreign
affairs expert, “has very little chance of success.”
This option, promoted by Iraqi exiles and some hawkish
civilians in the Pentagon, anticipates a limited corps of
perhaps 20,000 U.S. Special Forces soldiers assisting a
vanguard Iraqi force led by Kurdish fighters from northern
Iraq and American-trained dissidents. It would resemble the
U.S.-led campaign in Afghanistan, which used Northern
Alliance fighters to oust Taliban and al-Qaida extremists. …
Yet Kurdish participation in such an attack is far from
certain. The Kurds, with 40,000 men under arms, are
reluctant to risk the relatively stable region in northern Iraq
that they have carved out under the protection of U.S. and
British warplanes patrolling no-fly zones.
The Kurds are still bitter over their abandonment by
the first Bush administration after the 1991 Persian Gulf war,
when Washington urged an uprising but then did nothing
to help when Hussein sent in his army to crush them. …
The Afghan model also assumes that Iraq’s many
opposition forces—fractured among Kurds, royalists as well
as Shiite and Sunni Muslims—can unite and cooperate in
a military campaign. …
A full-scale U.S. invasion of some 250,000 soldiers—
half the size of the Gulf War force—backed by
overwhelming air power is the option proffered by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to take on the weaker Iraqi army.
But the political and diplomatic costs of deploying
such a force would be substantial. It would require months
of preparation and buildup, during which time Hussein
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could be tempted to launch a pre-emptive strike. It would
mean defying world public opinion and crossing allies.
Some military experts are now proposing an alternative,
middle-size force of 50,000 to 75,000 troops who could be
deployed more quickly and would not leave as big a
footprint in the region. But such a force would have to
rely more heavily on Iraqi dissident allies for success and
it would be insufficient for a long-term occupation of Iraq
if the nation disintegrated with Hussein gone.
[JR: The Bush Adm. keeps hinting to us and to the world
almost weekly now the various plans the U.S. has under
consideration to destroy Saddam and along with him Iraq
and its people. The President never mentions that grim
aspect in his talks in the promotion of this war. Bush’s
latest lament in selling this war is that the U.S. will not
much longer be able to tolerate the situation in Iraq. What
phantom menace is Bush referring to here? If most of our
allies are still cool to the idea of attacking Iraq you can bet
your fiat dollars that the Zionists in Israel will be only too
happy to join us. If caught in the spotlight of controversy
Israel will defend her actions with her usual ploy that she
is defending her right to exist by eliminating her enemies.
Israel has Iraq at the top of her hit-list because she is
aware that the Iraqi army is known to be fierce and
formidable fighters who will fight to the end no matter what
the odds. Iraq has much incentive to be a worthy match for
her enemies. The U.S. should not underestimate the
Iraqis’ resolve for the war that we intend to give them.]
IMMIGRANT BIAS
IS NO LONGER FOREIGN TO THE DUTCH
By Frida Ghitis, Perspective, 07/21/02
Over the years the Netherlands has become the
embodiment of Nirvana for liberal politicians and
advocates of progressive social ideas. But a recent
political earthquake here points to a shift that had been
in the works for some time, a political transformation
that is not only reshaping the Low Countries, but
reaches much of the continent, and has the European
left-wing scrambling to regain its footing.
The Dutch still ride to work on their bicycles. Gay
marriage is still legal and uncontroversial here, as are
coffee shops offering varieties of marijuana on their
menus. But multiculturalism and immigration are now
becoming dirty words. The country has taken a sharp
turn against waves of immigration that make the sound
of Arabic speech as common on the streets that line
Amsterdam’s canals as the ringing of bicycle bells.
The day the Earth shook in Holland came in early May,
when maverick politician Pim Fortuyn was killed just two
weeks before national elections. The assassination drew
the spotlight to Fortuyn’s ideas, which were already
making many in the country nod quietly in agreement
and murmur, “Something’s got to change.”
Fortuyn’s message, like that of just about any
populist politician, appealed to emotions simmering in
the nation’s psyche. In neat, easy-to-remember
phrases, Fortuyn argued that immigration was hurting
the densely populated Netherlands.
The country, he said, “is full.”…
On election day, the voters gave the cold
shoulder to the ruling Social Democrats, setting the
stage for a right-wing coalition in which Fortuyn’s
party will wield enormous clout.
Only Holland could have given the world an openly
gay right-wing politician, but the experience of the
Netherlands reflects a trend found in much of today’s
Europe. The backlash against immigration is such that
in the latest summit of European leaders in Spain,
curbing immigration topped the agenda.
Right-wing parties have made enormous strides in
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country after country in Europe, and anti-immigrant
politics has been their not-so-secret weapon.
The truth about immigration in Europe is hard to come
by. Statistics are contradictory, some showing a sharp rise,
others showing a decline in the last decade. Illegal
immigrants, almost by definition, are virtually impossible to
count. The reality, nonetheless, is that Europe, with an
aging population, needs immigrants to sustain its economy.
But at this moment economic growth is slowing, and
immigrants are convenient scapegoats. Immigrants are
seen as stealing jobs, increasing crime and exploiting the
largesse of Europe’s generous welfare system.
For liberal politicians it has been difficult to make
their case that the newcomers are needed. Until now,
every effort they’ve made to shield themselves from
the issue has proven fruitless.
As Fortuyn pointed out, much of the problem stems
from cultural differences between native Europeans and new
arrivals. In fact, it is quite possible that the real problem is
not so much with new immigrants, as with the Europeanborn children of those who arrived in recent decades. Many
of them have held fast to the culture of their parents,
maintaining the gulf that separates them from the
mainstream of the new land. …
Struggling to find a successful response, politicians
across Europe are looking closely at the Dutch experience,
coming on the heels of right-wing advances in Denmark,
France, Portugal and other European countries.
In Britain, Tony Blair has become a champion of
immigration reform. When his home secretary remarked
that foreigners are “swamping” British schools and
then refused to apologize for the statement, Blair
expressed his full support for the minister.
As politicians wrestle with the issue, life in
Europe is changing for newcomers.
Multiculturalism is now very ’90s. The new
watchwords are integration and assimilation. Following the
lead from other European countries, the Netherlands is
preparing to introduce tough laws limiting welfare benefits
for immigrants, making it easier to deport illegal arrivals, and
compelling new residents to learn the language and the
culture of the progressive country they want to call home.
[JR: The populists are the battering rams that are
breaking through the barriers that separate the citizens
from their governments. They are getting the attention of
the One World Order clique as the populists’ influence
and popularity grows throughout Europe. The populists
aren’t just about the immigration issue but are also about
sovereignty, corruption in government, lack of jobs, and
about the citizens of this world having no voice in the
affairs of their country. Their detractors say the populists
offer simple solutions to complex problems. Well the
elitists’ powers have always been sustained through the lie
that the privileged are the only ones you have the capability
to understand the complexities of government. Their
mission since the reign of kings has always been to
govern through our ignorance and to keep us confused
in order to discourage us from ever demanding changes
from them. Our self-proclaimed betters always become
alarmed and fearful when we begin to question and
demand answers from them. This is what is beginning
to happen today through the populist movement.]
FOREIGN WORKERS FLOOD INTO ISRAEL
By Uli Schmetzer & Mark Weiss, Tribune, 07/15/02
TEL AVIV—Michelita de los Reyes is a Catholic
by faith, a maid by profession and a Filipina by
citizenship. She also is part of a demographic
phenomenon that could make Jews a minority in Israel
by the end of the next decade.
A 37-year-old mother of three from the Philippine

island of Palawan, Reyes mingles easily with the Thais,
Chinese, Africans and Eastern Europeans who gather
Sundays at Tel Aviv’s Central Bus Terminal to exchange
grievances, job-hunting tips and experiences. …
The kibbutz and moshav farming communities of
today’s Israel rely almost entirely on foreign labor, a
far cry from the days when working on the kibbutz
was part of the Jewish pioneering spirit and
kibbutzniks were considered members of the elite.
Today even middle-class Israelis can afford to
hire a foreign housekeeper such as Reyes.
Ayoub Karaa, head of the Knesset Committee for
Foreign Workers, estimates this foreign workforce—twothirds of whom, Reyes included, are unregistered—may
already number as many as half a million, or 9 percent of
Israel’s population. Others put the figure at 300,000.
“I’ve been warning people without success that Jews
in Israel will become a minority. It could happen by the
year 2020. But this is too weird a concept for Israelis to
accept,” said Karaa, who is not Jewish. …
There are an estimated 1 million Israeli Arabs
with full citizenship in the Jewish state, and recent
research indicates that the Muslim birthrate outpaces
Jewish births by 3-1 in Israel.
The influx of foreign labor is due mainly to nearly
22 months of Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The Jewish
government has banned 180,000 Palestinians from
crossing from the territories to their jobs in Israel.
Employers needed replacements—fast.
The door was open for economic migrants. They
came in droves from Eastern Europe and Asia looking
for a better future. About 70 nations are now
represented in Israel’s foreign labor force.
Many foreign workers, like Reyes, already have
helped relatives and family members to come and work
in Israel, where they can earn about $1,000 a month, far
more than the typical $100 a month back home.
Some observers say that if Jews become a
minority in Israel, it would be a blow to the Zionist
concept of building and defending a land whose main
mission was to absorb Jews from the Diaspora.
In the pre-state period and the early years after
independence, pioneers viewed the employment of Hebrew
labor as an essential element of the Zionist mission. The
farmers of the kibbutzim and the manual workers were
valued as the Zionist elite, the new Jew building the land.
But after the 1967 Middle East War, Israel’s
standard of living began to improve rapidly. The
economy expanded, partly fueled by the availability of
cheap Palestinian labor from the recently occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Now, the pioneering spirit is largely dead. Most
Israelis, even those out of work, refuse to take low-paid,
physically demanding jobs. Employers preferred to hire
Palestinians because they would work longer hours for less
pay. Today, the same is true for foreign workers. …
There are about 60,000 legal workers from the
Philippines in Israel, 40,000 from Romania and 35,000 from
Thailand. Others come from China, the former Soviet Union,
Africa and South America. In Haifa, Turkish workers are
bused every day to their jobs in the naval shipyard. A part
of Haifa is known as “Little Turkey”.
“We have to offer incentives to Israelis to do these
jobs again—incentives like cut tax rates, free transport and
good wages,” said Yuri Stern, a deputy minister for labor in
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon’s coalition government. …
Even if peace comes to the region, the future for
Palestinian workers in Israel is not bright.
“We will never go back to the numbers and
proportions of Palestinian labor as it was before the
intifada,” Stern said. “Employers would simply not take the
risk to their own lives.”
Stern has become a front-line advocate for legalizing
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rather than expelling foreign labor. He argues that a legal
non-Jewish workforce would avoid exploitation by low
wages, generate more tax revenue and prevent the kind of
abuses now common. Crooked agents in the countries of
origin and in Israel charge exorbitant fees to smuggle their
human cargo into the country, mainly on tourist visas.
Some Israeli employers confiscate the passports of their
illegal foreign workers so they cannot seek other jobs. …
Stern scoffs at the idea that non-Jews might someday
outnumber Jews. “Most [foreigners] will go back home
after they made some money,” he said.
Many foreign workers, meanwhile, are dissatisfied.
“We are at their mercy,” said Reyes, the maid.
“We are too scared of being deported and we’ll put
up with anything. Some of us hardly go out.”
She is paying $3,000 to an agent in Manila who
helped her find work. Some Chinese say they had to
pay unscrupulous agents $8,000 for being shipped in
tourist convoys into Israel.
Hanna Zohar, director of the Workers’ Hotline, said the
influx of foreign workers has eroded Israeli values.
“We have become a nation of exploiters and have
created a pool of second-class citizens with no rights,”
Zohar said. “This can’t be healthy for Israel. We can no
longer distinguish between right and wrong.”…
“Here, they have no rights whatsoever, including basic
health care,” she explained. “For the most part they are
entirely at the mercy of their employers.”
But still they keep coming. …
[JR: Desperate people are being imported from Third
World countries to find work in countries other than their
own. Israel is no better nor worse than any other country
who exploits these helpless workers for profit. The
difference here is that these workers play a part in
Sharon’s plan to rid Israel of the Palestinians after
successfully evicting them from their lands and depriving
them of their jobs and their ability to survive. If the
disenfranchised Palestinians are not worthy enough to live
among the Jews in their Zionist Israel what makes them
think that these foreign laborers will be any less
tolerant of Zionist indifference than the Palestinians?
The false Jews are content to allow others to have a
conscience about such matters because the only thing
that they care about and has value is power and money.]
UN COUNCIL APPROVES DEAL
ON WAR CRIME COURT
By Evelyn Leopold, Daily News, 07/12/02
UNITED NATIONS (Reuters)—The UN Security
Council voted unanimously to exempt American
peacekeepers from prosecution by the new global war
crimes court for a year, a deal that ends U.S. threats to
UN missions around the world. …
“It offers us a degree of protection for the coming
year,” U.S. Ambassador John Negroponte said after the
vote. But he warned countries—in effect Washington’s
closest allies—they could expect “serious consequences” if
any American were ever detained by the court. …
The resolution asks the tribunal to allow a 12month grace period before investigating or
prosecuting UN peacekeepers from countries that do
not support the court “if a case arises” and “unless
the Security Council decides otherwise”.
It expresses the council’s intention to renew the
resolution in a year but does not commit it to do so,
as Washington had wanted in its search for cast-iron
guarantees.
Following fierce objections from allies that included
the 15 European Union members, Canada, Mexico and
others, the United States backed away from seeking
permanent immunity for its soldiers and civilians.
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As soon as the resolution was adopted, the
logjam was broken and the council extended the UN
police training mission in Bosnia and a smaller one in
the nearby Prevlaka Peninsula. Both were in danger
of being terminated on Monday by a U.S. veto if the
court dispute were not settled. …
Opposed to the court as an affront to U.S.
sovereignty, the United States also fears frivolous
complaints against soldiers and officials.
After declaring he was pleased with the vote,
Negroponte, warned there would be consequences if any
American was brought before the tribunal.
“No nation should underestimate our
commitment to protect our citizens,” he told
reporters after the vote, a reference to pending
U.S. legislation to rescue any American that would
come before the court in The Hague, Netherlands.
Negroponte said the United States would “never” ratify the
1998 Rome treaty establishing the tribunal and repeated his
threat to put all UN peacekeeping missions at risk “throughout
the globe” had the resolution not been adopted. …
France’s UN ambassador, Jean-David Levitte, who
submitted many of the amendments to the original U.S.
text, said he was satisfied. “For us what was
paramount was the authority of the newborn
International Criminal Court,” he said.
“There is no blanket immunity given to
peacekeepers or soldiers participating in operations
authorized by the Security Council. There is no
preventive, permanent and general immunity and this
for us is what is most important,” Levitte said.
Most council members believed the issue was
ideological and that U.S. worries its soldiers or civilians
could come to the court for systematic atrocities were
illusory. The court, for example, only steps in when
countries are unable or unwilling to prosecute mass
murderers or other systematic abuses.
Some supporters of the court, however,
believe the resolution amends a 1998 treaty
establishing the tribunal through the back door.
“We think it is a sad day for the United
Nations. We are extremely disappointed with the
outcome,” said Canadian Ambassador Paul
Heinbecker, who organized dozens of countries to
speak out publicly against the U.S. stance. …
The deal was difficult to reach in negotiations that
stretched over three weeks. Even after the United States
agreed to a 12-month exemption at least seven council
members, led by France, refused to vote for the
resolution and obtained further last-minute changes.
Some 76 nations have ratified the 1998 Rome treaty,
creating the court, and 139 have signed it.
[JR: The way I see it, the U.S. has only postponed
the inevitable for a year. What is interesting
though… of all the countries on this globe, only 139
have signed it and because “half” of those that
signed it have ratified it, this International Criminal
Court has assumed authority over “sovereign”
nations that not only refused to sign the agreement
but openly oppose it. I can see why giving power and
authority to this ICC would make certain countries
nervous and even reluctant to provide Peacekeepers.
It has already shown that it is politically biased and
selective in those that have been brought before this
court such as Milosevic and yet claims it has no
jurisdiction to bring Sharon up on charges.
Who decides the merit of each case or does the
court just need a consensus of world leaders?
With the U.S. antagonizing so many countries by
backing Israel then guess who will be targeted.]
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FOREST SERVICE ORDERS REMOVAL OF POLES programmed bureaucrats. “If you’re putting
FLYING AMERICAN FLAG
holes in the ground where Native Americans once
resided, that needs an archaeological review,”
By Audrey Hudson, Washington Times, 07/22/02
Forest Service spokesman Frank Mosbacher said.
Now where in North America haven’t the Native
T h e F o r e s t S e r v i c e h a s t o l d C a l i f o r n i a Americans resided?
It is not the Native
vacationers to remove poles flying the U.S. flag Americans making these rules but the BLM, BIA
from property the service has leased to them.
and the Forest Service carrying this digging or
The order has angered one lawmaker, who has drilling of holes to the extreme… only to incite
written the government, demanding that it “rescind and cause ill feeling towards Native Americans.]
this silly order”.
David Knickerbocker, an Army veteran and
CONGRESSMAN CALLS FOR
retired police officer, has been ordered to remove
CRIMINAL PENALTIES
his flagpole, which has flown the American flag
AT VACCINE MERCURY HEARINGS
for more than two decades outside his summer
cabin in the Eldorado National Forest.
By Valeria Williams,
“I feel it is at times like these our country needs to
WFAA-TV, mercola.com, 07/03/02
be showing our unity and patriotism, not promoting illthought decisions, which prohibit flagpoles on United
A United States congressman is calling for
States soil,” Mr. Knickerbocker said in a letter to Rep. criminal penalties for any government agency that
Richard W. Pombo, California Republican.
knew about the dangers of Thimerosal in vaccines,
The “no-flagpole order” came from Debbie and did nothing to protect American children.
Gaynor, recreation forester, who said in a letter to
WFFA research showed that the FDA began
M r . K n i c k e r b o c k e r t h a t “ f l a g p o l e s a r e n o t asking questions about the dangers of Thimerosal
authorized for recreation residences and must be back in 1972. By 1992, the preservative had been
removed” for him to continue leasing the land.
pulled out of dog vaccines and contact lens
“My flagpole has been up for more than 23 years, solutions because of the risks.
and like many in our cabin tract I am a patriotic
However, it remained in vaccines for children
American who has a flagpole,” Mr. Knickerbocker said. until last year.
The Forest Service directive “outraged” Mr.
Government health officials squirmed
Pombo, who wants Forest Service Chief Dale uncomfortably in their seats June 20 as more evidence
Bosworth to overturn the decision.
emerged suggesting that they misled the public.
“You mean to tell me that since 1929, we’ve
“At a time when wildfires are burning up much of
the West, and Americans throughout the country face been using Thimerosal,” Congressman Dan Burton
terrorist threats, it would seem to me that USDA Forest (R-Indiana) said to the officials, “and the only test
Service employees would have better things to do than that you know of is from 1929, and every one of
to tell our citizens not to use flagpoles,” Mr. Pombo said those people had mennigitis, and they all died?”
For nearly an hour, Burton repeatedly asked FDA
in a letter to Mr. Bosworth.
“Are flagpoles more dangerous than forest fires? I and CDC officials what they knew and when they
urge you to rescind this silly order to remove flagpoles knew it. And when memories seemed to be a bit fuzzy,
that fly our American flag and urge our field offices to the congressman produced old memos as a refresher.
One memo, from 1999, states that the FDA
return to more important matters,” Mr. Pombo said. …
A Forest Service spokesman said Mr. Bosworth was had an “interim plan... already in place for many
years” to get rid of Thimerosal.
out of town Friday and was unable to comment.
…Burton has proposed bringing criminal
The National Interagency Fire Center that day
reported that more than 49,000 fires have scorched 3.5 charges if it’s proven the government agencies
million acres of land this summer. In California, more were involved in a cover-up. …
Government accountability is something that parents
than 4,000 fires have burned 142,000 acres.
Fire restrictions were placed on the Eldorado of autistic children have been asking for for years.
Burton asked the question several times June
National Forest on July 12 through the end of the fire
season, meaning that no campfires or charcoal barbecues 20, but never got a direct answer.
Thus far, within the government, Burton has
are permitted outside designated campgrounds. …
In addition to general cleanup and clearing fire been a minority voice, but he has subpoena power,
f u e l s f r o m t h e a r e a , M r . K n i c k e r b o c k e r w a s and he keeps threatening to use it.
“So what you do is keep making the case, and
ordered to take down a clothesline tied to a tree
and to paint his aluminum door a dark color to keep trying to get the message out to a broader
and broader audience so that people start saying
better match the cabin.
Mr. Knickerbocker also was informed that his ‘Why?’” Burton said. “When enough people say
hot tub had not been approved by the agency. ‘Why?’ change starts to take place.”
“Saunas, spas and hot tubs may be approved if [JR: Not enough members of our self-serving
incorporated into the main structure or deck, are C o n g r e s s s e e m t o c a r e e n o u g h a b o u t t h e
not visible by neighbors or from public vantage points, chemicals being added to the vaccines that are
and do not cause negative environmental impacts,” being used to experiment on our children and
Remember the bogus Swine Flu
according to the regional directives for recreation o n u s .
vaccine? Like Rep. Burton said, enough
residences that Miss Gaynor cited in her letter.
[JR: This is just another way of showing who is people have to make this a hot-button issue so
in control. They certainly know that this kind t h a t s o t h a t w e c a n g e t r i d o f o n e m o r e
of foolishness will draw the ire of Americans and “additive” in our vaccines. Hopefully Rep.
it is for that reason we are seeing so much Burton won’t be the lone crusader in his fight
nitpicking and irrational demands by these with the non-compliant CDC and FDC.]
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U.S. PLANNING TO RECRUIT
ONE IN 24 AMERICANS AS CITIZEN SPIES
By Ritt Goldstein, www.smh.com.au, 07/15/02
The Bush Administration aims to recruit millions of
United States citizens as domestic informants in a
program likely to alarm civil liberties groups.
The Terrorism Information and Prevention
System, or TIPS, means the U.S. will have a higher
percentage of citizen informants than the former East
Germany through the infamous Stasi secret police.
The program would use a minimum of 4 per cent of
Americans to report “suspicious activity”.
Civil liberties groups have already warned that, with the
passage earlier this year of the USA Patriot Act, there is
potential for abusive, large-scale investigations of U.S. citizens.
As with the USA Patriot Act, TIPS is being
pursued as part of the so-called war against
terrorism. It is a Department of Justice project.
Highlighting the scope of the surveillance network,
TIPS volunteers are being recruited primarily from
among those whose work provides access to homes,
businesses or transport systems. Letter carriers,
utility employees, truck drivers and train conductors
are among those named as targeted recruits.
A pilot program, described on the government
Web site www.citizencorps.gov, is scheduled to start
next month in 10 cities, with 1 million informants
participating in the first stage. Assuming the program
is initiated in the 10 largest U.S. cities, that will be
1 million informants for a total population of almost
24 million, or one in 24 people.
Historically, informant systems have been the tools
of non-democratic states. According to a 1992 report
by Harvard University’s Project on Justice, the accuracy
of informant reports is problematic, with some
informants having embellished the truth, and others
suspected of having fabricated their reports.
Present Justice Department procedures mean that
informant reports will enter databases for future reference
and/or action. The information will then be broadly
available within the department, related agencies and local
police forces. The targeted individual will remain unaware
of the existence of the report and of its contents.
The USA Patriot Act already provides for a
person’s home to be searched without that person being
informed that a search was ever performed, or of any
surveillance devices that were implanted.
At state and local levels the TIPS program will be coordinated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
which was given sweeping new powers, including
internment, as part of the Reagan Administration’s
national security initiatives. Many key figures of the
Reagan era are part of the Bush Administration.
The creation of a U.S. “shadow government”, operating
in secret, was another Reagan national security initiative.
[JR: The Shadow Government with its Big Brother
plans were initiated under Pres. Reagan and is now
in full operation under the ever pliable Pres. Bush.
Everything is out of the closet now and there needs
to be no more hedging or denials by our jailers in
D.C. The agency to oversee this domestic “spy on
us” network will be mega agency FEMA. The Iron
Curtain with the red, white and blue flag on it has
come down on the once noble U.S.A. Americans
are no longer free individuals but are now citizens of
the One World Government. Most people won’t even
notice and that is the sad part. The much maligned
conspiracy theorists got it right again!]
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